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Summary Recommendations
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission hold a public hearing and review a
request for a Steep Slope Conditional Use Permit for the construction of an addition at
327 Woodside Avenue AND a Conditional Use Permit for an Accessory Apartment
based on the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Conditions of Approval for the
Commission’s consideration.
Description
Applicant/Owner:
Location:
Zoning:
Adjacent Land Uses:
Reason for Review:

Richard and Jill Lesh represented by Jonathan DeGray
327 Woodside Avenue
Historic Residential-1 (HR-1) District
Residential
Construction of structures with a building footprint greater
than 200 square feet on a steep slope requires a Conditional
Use Permit. An Accessory Apartment is a Conditional Use
Permit.

Proposal
This application is a request for a Steep Slope Conditional Use Permit (CUP) for an
addition to an existing non-historic single-family dwelling in the form of an expansion
and a CUP for an Accessory Apartment. An Accessory Apartment is a conditional use
in the HR-1 District which requires Planning Commission review and approval.
Background
On August 16, 2015, the City received CUP applications for the proposal at 327
Woodside Avenue. After working with Staff, the plans were revised on October 12,
2015. The property is located in the HR-1 District. On May 27, 2015, the Planning
Commission reviewed a Plat Amendment for the 327 Woodside Plat Amendment. The
City Council reviewed and approved the plat on June 11, 2015. The Plat Amendment
combined two (2) Old Town lots into one (1) lot of record. The applicant is currently
working with Staff to record the approved lot combination which expires on June 11,
2016. Staff does not foresee any issues with the approved Plat as the applicant is
nearing final stages before recordation.
The applicant requests to build an addition to their existing single-family dwelling. The
existing single-family dwelling is 2,366 square feet, including the garage. The proposed
addition is 1,968 square feet. The overall proposed square footage is 4,334 square
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feet. The addition consisting of a building footprint of 719 square feet, takes place over
slopes that are thirty percent (30%) or greater. The majority of the proposed addition
totaling 1,359 square feet is an expansion to the existing single-family dwelling,
including the garage. The remaining 609 square feet is an addition in the form of an
Accessory Apartment.
Purpose
The purpose of the HR-1 District is to:
A. preserve present land Uses and character of the Historic residential Areas of
Park City,
B. encourage the preservation of Historic Structures,
C. encourage construction of Historically Compatible Structures that contribute to
the character and scale of the Historic District and maintain existing residential
neighborhoods,
D. encourage single family Development on combinations of 25' x 75' Historic Lots,
E. define Development parameters that are consistent with the General Plan
policies for the Historic core, and
F. establish Development review criteria for new Development on Steep Slopes
which mitigate impacts to mass and scale and the environment.
Analysis- Steep Slope CUP
A single-family dwelling is an allowed use in the HR-1 District. The existing singlefamily dwelling is 1,841 square feet with a 525 square foot garage totaling 2,366 square
feet. The proposed addition, house expansion and Accessory Apartment, is 1968
square feet. The proposed house expansion is 1359 square feet. The proposed
garage expansion is 223. The proposed Accessory Apartment addition is 609 square
feet. The proposed addition takes place on slopes that are approximately 66%.
Staff makes the following Land Management Code related findings:
LMC Requirements
Building Footprint

Standard
1,519 square feet
maximum, (based on lot
area of the approved plat)

Front/Rear Yard Setbacks 10 feet, minimum

Side Yard Setbacks

3 feet, minimum

Building (Zone) Height

No Structure shall be
erected to a height greater
than twenty-seven feet
(27') from Existing (natural)
Grade.
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Proposed
1,510 square feet,
complies.
Front: 18’ for the addition,
complies. 10’ for the
existing structure,
complies.
Rear: 14½’ for the addition
and the existing structure,
complies.
North: 7 feet, complies.
South: 3 feet, complies.
Various heights all under
27 feet, highest at 24.75
feet, complies.
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Final Grade

Lowest Finish Floor
Plane to Highest Wall
Top Plate

Vertical Articulation

Roof Pitch

Final Grade must be within
four vertical feet (4’) of
Existing Grade around the
periphery […].
A Structure shall have a
maximum height of thirty
five feet (35’) measured
from the lowest finish floor
plane to the point of the
highest wall top plate […].
A ten foot (10’) minimum
horizontal step in the
downhill façade is required
[…].
Roof pitch must be
between 7:12 and 12:12 for
primary roofs. A Green
Roof may be below the
required 7:12 roof pitch as
part of the primary roof
design.

4 feet or less, complies.

28.5 feet, complies.

Complies.

Complies.

LMC § 15-2.3-6 provides for development on steep sloping lots in excess of a building
Footprint in excess of 200 square feet within the HR-1 District, subject to the following
criteria:
1. Location of Development. Development is located and designed to reduce
visual and environmental impacts of the Structure. No unmitigated impacts.
The proposed addition/expansion is sited towards the north of the existing singlefamily dwelling. The proposed combined footprint will resemble a U shape which
creates an appropriate traditional driveway pattern as the proposal includes a
parking space for the Accessory Apartment seventeen feet (17’) away from the
existing driveway to the south. The highest point of the addition/expansion is
three feet (3’) lower than the highest point of the existing structure. The front wall
place of the addition is recessed eight feet (8’) behind the front wall plane of the
existing structure.
2. Visual Analysis. The Applicant must provide the Planning Department with a
visual analysis of the project from key Vantage Points to determine potential
impacts of the proposed Access, and Building mass and design; and to identify
the potential for Screening, Slope stabilization, erosion mitigation, vegetation
protection, and other design opportunities. No unmitigated impacts.
The applicant submitted plans including a streetscape showing how the three (3)
story structure will be observed when viewed from Woodside Avenue. The
proposed structure cannot be seen from the key vantage points as indicated in
the LMC Section 15-15-1.283.
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3. Access. Access points and driveways must be designed to minimize Grading of
the natural topography and to reduce overall Building scale. Common driveways
and Parking Areas, and side Access to garages are strongly encouraged, where
feasible. No unmitigated impacts.
The proposed addition has another parking space accessed directly off
Woodside Avenue. The proposed parking space is three feet (3’) from the north
property line and is twelve feet (12’) wide. The parking space is eighteen feet
(18’) long. The proposed driveway slope is at nine percent (9%).
4. Terracing. The project may include terraced retaining Structures if necessary to
regain Natural Grade. No unmitigated impacts.
The proposal includes three (3) series of retaining wall. All of the retaining walls
were drafted as builder walls not to exceed four feet (4’) from final grade. The
first series straddles the north property line. The other two (2) retaining walls are
along the rear yard setback area which retains the grade along the back to create
a walk-out patio.
5. Building Location. Buildings, Access, and infrastructure must be located to
minimize cut and fill that would alter the perceived natural topography of the Site.
The Site design and Building Footprint must coordinate with adjacent properties
to maximize opportunities for open Areas and preservation of natural vegetation,
to minimize driveway and Parking Areas, and provide variation of the Front Yard.
No unmitigated impacts.
The proposed structure is located on the north side of the combine lots. The
footprint of the proposed addition resembles a U shape that makes the site look
like the traditional Old Town development pattern. Due to the size of the
Accessory Apartment, only one (1) parking space is required (based on the
number of bedrooms). The maximum building height of 27 feet make the
proposed structure follow the perceived natural topography of the site. The front
façade is broken up which assists in providing front yard variation.
6. Building Form and Scale. Where Building masses orient against the Lot’s
existing contours, the Structures must be stepped with the Grade and broken into
a series of individual smaller components that are Compatible with the District.
Low profile Buildings that orient with existing contours are strongly encouraged.
The garage must be subordinate in design to the main Building. In order to
decrease the perceived bulk of the Main Building, the Planning Commission may
require a garage separate from the main Structure or no garage. No
unmitigated impacts.
Due to the natural topography of the site and the development parameter of Old
Town the building mass orients against the lot’s contours. The proposed addition
and the existing building are designed in a manner that is broken into the
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required series of individual smaller components. The applicant does not request
to build a garage for the required parking space.
7. Setbacks. The Planning Commission may require an increase in one or more
Setbacks to minimize the creation of a “wall effect” along the Street front and/or
the Rear Lot Line. The Setback variation will be a function of the Site constraints,
proposed Building scale, and Setbacks on adjacent Structures. No unmitigated
impacts.
The existing structure has a front yard setback of ten feet (10’). The proposed
addition has a front yard setback of eighteen feet (18’). The wall effect on the
street is minimized due to the U shape footprint.
8. Dwelling Volume. The maximum volume of any Structure is a function of the Lot
size, Building Height, Setbacks, and provisions set forth in [LMC Chapter 2.2 –
HR-1]. The Planning Commission may further limit the volume of a proposed
Structure to minimize its visual mass and/or to mitigate differences in scale
between a proposed Structure and existing Structures. No unmitigated
impacts.
The proposed structure is both horizontally and vertically articulated and broken
into compatible massing components in order to minimize the visual mass. The
design includes setback variations and lower building heights for portions of the
structure on the front elevation. The proposed massing and architectural design
components are compatible with both the volume and massing of single-family
dwellings in the area comprised of three (3) story dwellings.
9. Building Height (Steep Slope). The maximum Building Height in the HR-2
District is twenty-seven feet (27'). The Planning Commission may require a
reduction in Building Height for all, or portions, of a proposed Structure to
minimize its visual mass and/or to mitigate differences in scale between a
proposed Structure and existing residential Structures. No unmitigated impacts.
The entire building ranges in height as the maximum height found on site is 24½’
measured from existing grade, as required by the HR-1 District.
Analysis Accessory Apartment CUP
LMC § 15-2.2-2(B)(4) lists an Accessory Apartment as a conditional Use in the HR-1
District. LMC § 15-15-1.2 defines an Accessory Apartment as the following below:
A self-contained Apartment, with cooking, sleeping, and sanitary facilities,
created either by converting part of and/or by adding on to a Single-Family
Dwelling or detached garage. Accessory Apartments do not increase the
residential Unit Equivalent of the Property and are an Accessory Use to the
primary Dwelling.
The applicant proposes to allocate 609 square feet of the total building addition,
consisting of 1,968 square feet, to the requested Accessory Apartment. The proposed
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apartment fits the definition above as it is a self-contained apartment with a full kitchen,
one bedroom, and one-and-a-half (1½) bathrooms. The proposed Accessory
Apartment is part of the proposed addition.
LMC § 15-4-7(A) indicates that Accessory Apartments are subject to the following
criteria:
1. Size. Accessory Apartments may be no more than one third (1/3) of the dwelling
size, shall be limited to a maximum floor Area of 1,000 square feet and shall be
no less than 400 square feet with no more than two (2) Bedrooms. An Accessory
Apartment may not increase the floor Area of a Structure over the maximum floor
Area as specified in the Land Management Code or Subdivision approval.
Complies.
The proposed Accessory Apartment is 609 square feet. The proposed addition
will increase the existing structure to a total of 4,334 square feet. Accessory
Apartment will be less than one third (1/3) or 0.33 as it will be 0.14 of the total
dwelling size.
2. Parking. One (1) Parking Space per Bedroom must be provided in addition to
the existing requirement for the primary residence. Parking Spaces for
Accessory Apartments need not be covered and may be provided in tandem
subject to one of the following criteria:
a. One (1) Parking Space for an Accessory Apartment may be provided in
tandem if the existing driveway length equals or exceeds twenty-five feet
(25') as measured from the Property Line. Parking is permitted only within
approved garages and on paved driveways.
b. One (1) Parking Space for an Accessory Apartment may be provided in
tandem in an effort to preserve existing Significant Vegetation and when
all other parking alternatives are undesirable.
c. Historic District Zones. One (1) tandem Parking Space, parking one
vehicle behind another, for an Accessory Apartment proposed in any
residential Historic District Zone may be provided when the Applicant has
secured a Conditional Use permit and the Planning Commission has
made the following findings:
i. Tandem Parking will not create an undue hardship for the
neighborhood.
ii. Other parking options are less desirable than the proposed tandem
space.
iii. Reasonable efforts, such as automatic garage door openers, lease
provisions and/or limitation of garage storage, have been made to
encourage the Use of all Off-Street Parking.
Complies.
The Code requires one (1) parking space per bedroom for an Accessory
Apartment. The applicant proposes a one (1) bedroom Accessory Apartment.
The applicant requests to build one (1) parking space located on the northeast
corner of the site.
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3. Apartments per Lot. No more than one (1) Accessory Apartment may be located
on a Lot. Complies.
The applicant requests one (1) Accessory Apartment on the lot.
4. Requirements for Review. The Applicant for an Accessory Apartment must
submit a floor plan, architectural elevations, and Site plan showing any proposed
changes to the Structure or Site. Complies.
The applicant submitted the required floor plan, architectural elevations, and site
plan showing the proposed changes to the existing structure and site.
5. Density Limits. A permit for an Accessory Apartment may not be granted if more
than three (3) of the homes within three hundred feet (300') of the Applicant's
Property boundary contain other established Accessory Apartments. There may
be no more than four (4) Accessory Apartments within a three hundred foot (300')
radius. Complies.
The Planning Department has verified City files regarding approved Accessory
Apartments. There are no approved Accessory Apartments within the three
hundred foot (300') radius.
6. Ownership. One (1) unit, either the main Dwelling Unit or the Accessory
Apartment shall be occupied by the Owner of the Structure and the Accessory
Apartment shall not be sold separately. Complies as conditioned.
The current property owner lives onsite. See item 7 Deed Restriction below.
7. Deed Restriction. A deed restriction “Notice to Purchaser” must be filed with the
County Recorder, which states: "A permit for an Accessory Apartment was
issued to [Richard and Jill Lesh], the current Owner of this Property on [October
28, 2015]. This permit runs with the land and is automatically transferred to the
new owner by the sale or Transfer of this Property, provided however, if the Use
by the new Owner does not continue to comply with the conditions of approval,
the permit may be invalidated by the Planning Department pursuant to Section
15-4-7(B)(1). Prospective purchasers should be advised that only one (1) unit on
the Property may be rented; the other must be occupied by the Owner. The
Owner shall strictly adhere to all the conditions of approval and the prohibition of
the rental of either Dwelling Unit for short term rentals of less than thirty (30)
days. Complies as conditioned.
Staff recommends a condition of approval stating that “the required Deed
Restriction language be executed before the Applicant can obtain Certificate of
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Occupancy”, should a CUP be granted by the Planning Commission, and a
building permit be obtained through the Building Department for the requested
Accessory Apartment.
8. Nightly Rentals. If an Accessory Apartment permit is granted, neither the main
Dwelling Unit nor the Accessory Apartment may be rented for periods of time
less than thirty (30) days. Complies as conditioned.
Staff recommends a condition of approval that the applicant does not have the
ability to use the main Dwelling Unit or the Accessory Apartment as a Nightly
Rental. The deed restriction under item 7 above memorializes the Nightly Rental
restriction in the “Notice to Purchasers” as it runs with the land.
9. Home Owner’s Association Registration and Notification. All Accessory
Apartments shall be subject to the Homeowners Association and notification
requirements established in LMC Chapter 15-1-12 (E). Not applicable.
The site is located in Old Town and is part of the Historic Park City Survey. The
lot is not within a specific Subdivision.
LMC § 15-4-7(C) indicates that prior to issuance of a Conditional Use permit, the
Planning Commission shall determine that parking and other impacts as outlined in
LMC § 15-1-10 have been mitigated. The LMC also indicates that an Accessory
Apartment permit may be revoked by the Planning Department for non-compliance with
the criteria of LMC §15-4-7 and any additional conditions of approval. The permittee
may appeal the determination to the Board of Adjustment, which will evaluate the
Planning Department's determination of permit non-compliance and decide if permit
revocation should occur.
LMC § 15-4-7(B) has specific language regarding allowed Accessory Apartments in
other zoning Districts regulated by the Planning Department. LMC § 15-4-7(D) has
specific language regarding existing non-conforming Accessory Apartments. See
Exhibit I – LMC § 15-4-7 Accessory Apartment for specifics.
LMC § 15-1-10 indicates that the Planning Commission must review each of the
following items when considering whether or not the proposed Conditional Use
mitigates impacts of and addresses the following items:
1. size and location of the Site;
The proposed 609 square foot accessory apartment is located on a 3,750 square
foot lot in compliance with the lot and site requirements of the HR-1 District.
2. traffic considerations including capacity of the existing Streets in the Area;
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The use of an Accessory Apartment within the house and proposed addition
requires one (1) additional parking space for the one (1) bedroom apartment over
the two required spaces for the house.
3. utility capacity, including Storm Water run-off:
No additional utilities or increased storm water run-off will result from the
accessory apartment.
4. emergency vehicle Access;
The existing house has emergency vehicle access directly to Woodside Avenue.
No additional emergency vehicle access is required for the accessory apartment.
5. location and amount of off-Street parking;
Two (2) spaces are located onsite and one (1) space is proposed on the
driveway completely on the subject property in compliance with the HR-1 District.
6. internal vehicular and pedestrian circulation system;
Not applicable.
7. Fencing, Screening, and landscaping to separate the Use from adjoining Uses;
Not applicable.
8. Building mass, bulk, and orientation, and the location of Buildings on the Site;
including orientation to Buildings on adjoining Lots;
The proposed mass, bulk, orientation, and location of the addition on the site is
compatible with development in the District.
9. usable Open Space;
Not applicable.
10. signs and lighting;
No signs are permitted and all exterior lighting is conditioned to comply with the
City’s lighting ordinances.
11. physical design and Compatibility with surrounding Structures in mass, scale,
style, design, and architectural detailing;
The proposed design is compatible in mass, scale, style, design with the existing
structure and surrounding new construction.
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12. noise, vibration, odors, steam, or other mechanical factors that might affect
people and Property Off-Site;
Not applicable.
13. control of delivery and service vehicles, loading and unloading zones, and
Screening of trash and recycling pickup Areas;
No additional trash receptacles are required for the accessory apartment.
14. expected Ownership and management of the project as primary residences,
Condominiums, time interval Ownership, Nightly Rental, or commercial
tenancies, how the form of Ownership affects taxing entities;
Owner shall occupy the accessory apartment or the main dwelling per the
recorded deed restriction.
15. within and adjoining the Site, Environmentally Sensitive Lands, Physical Mine
Hazards, Historic Mine Waste and Park City Soils Ordinance, Steep Slopes, and
appropriateness of the proposed Structure to the existing topography of the Site.
The property is not within the Soils Ordinance boundary.
Staff finds that the requested Accessory Apartment does not have any unmitigated
impacts when review against LMC § 15-1-10(E)(1-15) as noted above.
Process
Approval of this application constitutes Final Action that may be appealed to the City
Council following the procedures found in Land Management Code § 15-1-18.
Department Review
This project has gone through an interdepartmental review. No further issues were
brought up at that time other than standards items that would have to be addressed with
conditions of approval and during building permit review.
Public Input
No public input has been received.
Alternatives
• The Planning Commission may approve the requested CUPs as conditioned or
amended, or
• The Planning Commission may deny the requested CUPs and direct staff to
make Findings for this decision, or
• The Planning Commission may request specific additional information and may
continue the discussion to a date uncertain.
Significant Impacts
There are no significant fiscal or environmental impacts from this application.
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Consequences of not taking the Suggested Recommendation
The construction as proposed could not occur. The applicant would have to revise the
plans.
Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission hold a public hearing and review a
request for a Steep Slope Conditional Use Permit for the construction of an addition to
327 Woodside Avenue AND a Conditional Use Permit for an Accessory Apartment
based on the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Conditions of Approval for the
Commission’s consideration.
General Findings of Fact that apply to both CUPs
1. The site is located at 327 Woodside Avenue.
2. The site is located in the Historic Residential-1 (HR-1) District.
3. The applicant requests to build an addition to their existing single-family dwelling.
4. The existing single-family dwelling is 2,366 square feet, including the garage.
5. The proposed addition is 1,968 square feet.
6. The overall proposed square footage is 4,334 square feet.
7. The addition takes place over slopes that are thirty percent (30%) or greater.
8. The majority of the proposed addition totaling 1,359 square feet is an expansion
to the existing single-family dwelling, including the garage.
9. The remaining 609 square feet is an addition in the form of an Accessory
Apartment.
10. An Accessory Apartment is a conditional use which requires Planning
Commission review and approval.
11. The proposed building footprint of 1,510 square feet meets the maximum building
footprint of 1519 square feet.
12. The addition consisting of a building footprint of 719 square feet, takes place over
slopes that are thirty percent (30%) or greater.
13. The proposed front yard setback of eighteen feet (18’) meets the minimum front
yard setback of ten feet (10’).
14. The proposed rear yard setback of fourteen-and-half feet (14½’) meets the
minimum rear yard setback of ten feet (10’).
15. The proposed north side yard setback of seven feet (7’) meets the minimum
north side yard setback of seven feet.
16. The existing building does not expand towards the south and therefore, the
existing building maintains the minimum side yard setback of three feet (3’) on
the south side.
17. The proposed addition complies with the maximum building height, including the
following provisions: final grade, thirty-five foot rule, vertical articulation, roof
pitch.
Steep Slope CUP Findings of Fact:
1. The proposed addition/expansion is sited towards the north of the existing singlefamily dwelling.
2. The proposed combined footprint will resemble a U shape which creates an
appropriate traditional driveway pattern.
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3. The proposal includes a parking space for the Accessory Apartment seventeen
feet (17’) away from the existing driveway to the south.
4. The applicant submitted plans including a streetscape showing how the three (3)
story structure will be observed when viewed from Woodside Avenue.
5. The proposed structure cannot be seen from the key vantage points as indicated
in the LMC Section 15-15-1.283.
6. The proposed addition has an additional parking space accessed directly off
Woodside Avenue.
7. The proposed parking space is three feet (3’) from the north property line and is
twelve feet (12’) wide.
8. The parking space is eighteen feet (18’) long.
9. The proposed driveway slope is at nine percent (9%).
10. The proposal includes three (3) series of retaining wall.
11. All of the retaining walls were drafted as builder walls not to exceed four feet (4’)
from final grade.
12. The footprint of the proposed addition resembles a U shape that makes the site
look like the traditional Old Town development pattern.
13. Due to the size of the Accessory Apartment, only one (1) parking space is
required (based on the number of bedrooms).
14. The maximum building height of 27 feet make the proposed structure follow the
perceived natural topography of the site.
15. The front façade is broken up which assists in providing front yard variation.
16. The proposed addition and the existing building are designed in a manner that is
broken into the required series of individual smaller components.
17. The applicant does not request to build a garage for the required parking space.
18. The existing structure has a front yard setback of ten feet (10’).
19. The proposed addition has a front yard setback of eighteen feet (18’).
20. The proposed structure is both horizontally and vertically articulated and broken
into compatible massing components.
21. The design includes setback variations and lower building heights for portions of
the structure on the front elevation.
22. The proposed massing and architectural design components are compatible with
both the volume and massing of single-family dwellings in the area comprised of
three (3) story dwellings.
23. The entire building ranges in height and the maximum height found on site is
24½’ measured from existing grade, as required by the LMC.
Accessory Apartment Findings of Fact:
1. An Accessory Apartment is a self-contained Apartment, with cooking, sleeping,
and sanitary facilities, created either by converting part of and/or by adding on to
a Single-Family Dwelling or detached garage. Accessory Apartments do not
increase the residential Unit Equivalent of the Property and are an Accessory
Use to the primary Dwelling.
2. The proposed apartment fits the definition above of an Accessory Apartment as it
is a self-contained apartment with a full kitchen, one bedroom, and one-and-ahalf (1½) bathrooms.
3. The proposed Accessory Apartment is 609 square feet.
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4. The proposed addition will increase the existing structure to a total of 4,334
square feet.
5. The proposed Accessory Apartment will be less than one third (1/3) or 0.33 as it
will be 0.14 of the total dwelling size.
6. The Land Management Code requires one (1) parking space per bedroom for an
Accessory Apartment.
7. The applicant proposes a one (1) bedroom Accessory Apartment.
8. The applicant requests to build one (1) parking space located on the northeast
corner of the site.
9. The applicant requests one (1) Accessory Apartment on the lot.
10. The applicant submitted the required floor plan, architectural elevations, and site
plan showing the proposed changes to the existing structure and site.
11. The Planning Department has verified City files regarding approved Accessory
Apartments.
12. There are no approved Accessory Apartments within the three hundred foot
(300') radius.
13. The current property owner lives onsite.
14. Staff recommends a condition of approval be entertained that the required Deed
Restriction language be executed before the Applicant can obtain Certificate of
Occupancy and a building permit be obtained through the Building Department
for the requested Accessory Apartment.
15. Staff recommends a condition of approval be entertained that the applicant does
not have the ability to use the main Dwelling Unit or the Accessory Apartment as
a Nightly Rental.
16. The site is located in Old Town and is part of the Historic Park City Survey. The
lot is not within a specific Subdivision.
17. The requested Accessory Apartment does not have any unmitigated impacts
when reviewed against LMC § 15-1-10(E)(1-15).
Conclusions of Law:
1. The Application complies with all requirements of this LMC;
2. The Use will be Compatible with surrounding Structures in Use, scale, mass and
circulation;
3. The Use is consistent with the Park City General Plan, as amended; and
4. The effects of any differences in Use or scale have been mitigated through
careful planning.
Conditions of Approval:
1. All Standard Project Conditions shall apply.
2. City approval of a construction mitigation plan is a condition precedent to the
issuance of any building permits.
3. A final utility plan, including a drainage plan for utility installation, public
improvements, and drainage, shall be submitted with the building permit
submittal and shall be reviewed and approved by the City Engineer and utility
providers prior to issuance of a building permit.
4. City Engineer review and approval of all lot grading, utility installations, public
improvements and drainage plans for compliance with City standards is a
condition precedent to building permit issuance.
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5. A final landscape plan shall be submitted for review and approval by the City
Planning Department, prior to building permit issuance.
6. No building permits shall be issued for this project unless and until the design is
reviewed and approved by the Planning Department staff for compliance with this
Conditional Use Permit and the Design Guidelines for Historic Districts and
Historic Sites.
7. As part of the building permit review process, the applicant shall submit a
certified topographical survey of the property with roof elevations over
topographic and U.S.G.S. elevation information relating to existing grade as well
as the height of the proposed building ridges to confirm that the building complies
with all height restrictions.
8. The applicant shall submit a detailed shoring plan prior to the issue of a building
permit. The shoring plan shall include calculations that have been prepared,
stamped, and signed by a licensed structural engineer.
9. This approval will expire on October 28, 2016, if a building permit has not issued
by the building department before the expiration date, unless an extension of this
approval has been granted by the Planning Commission.
10. Plans submitted for a Building Permit must substantially comply with the plans
reviewed and approved by the Planning Commission, subject to additional
changes made during the Historic District Design Review.
11. The required Deed Restriction language shall be executed before the Applicant
can obtain Certificate of Occupancy from the City.
12. The applicant does not have the ability to use the main Dwelling Unit or the
Accessory Apartment as a Nightly Rental.
Exhibits
Exhibit A – Sheet Aa Cover
Exhibit B – Record of Survey & As-Built Map
Exhibit C – Sheet AB.1 As-Built Plans and Elevations
Exhibit D – Sheet A0.1 Architectural Site Plan
Exhibit E – Sheets A1.1 - A1.3 Garage, Main, Upper Level, Attic, and Roof Plan
Exhibit F – Sheets A2.1 & A3.1 Exterior Elevations and Building Section
Exhibit G – Sheet A6.1 Door/Window Schedule
Exhibit H – Streetscape
Exhibit I – Vicinity Map
Exhibit J – Site Photographs
Exhibit K – LMC § 15-4-7 Accessory Apartment
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Exhibit A – Sheet Aa Cover

Exhibit B – Record of Survey & As-Built Map
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Exhibit C – Sheet AB.1 As-Built Plans and Elevations
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Exhibit D – Sheet A0.1 Architectural Site Plan
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Exhibit E – Sheets A1.1 - A1.3 Garage, Main, Upper Level, Attic, and Roof Plan
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Exhibit F – Sheets A2.1 & A3.1 Exterior Elevations and Building Section
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BUILDING SECTION
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T.O. PLATE

2. GLAZING IN HAZARDOUS LOCATION IS REQUIRED TO BE GLAZED WITH
SAFETY MATERIAL. IRC SECTION R308.3 AND R308.4.
3. ALL WINDOWS IN BATHROOMS MUST BE TEMPERED GLASS
4. TEMPERED GLASS SHALL BE PROVIDED IN: FRAMELESS GLASS DOORS,
GLASS IN DOORS, GLASS WITHIN A 24" ARC OF DOORS, GLAZING LESS
THAN 60" ABOVE A WALKING SURFACE THAT IS WITHIN 5 FEET STAIRS.
OR GLAZING WITHIN 5 FEET OF SPAS OR POOLS, CERTAIN FIXED PANELS,
AND SIMILAR GLAZED OPENINGS SUBJECT TO HUMAN IMPACT. IRC R308

A r c h i t e c t

1. ALL WINDOWS OPENINGS TO BE FIELD VERIFIED BY CONTRACTOR
BEFORE INSTALLATION.

5. EGRESS WINDOWS: FINISH SILL HT. MIN 44" FROM FLOOR MIN. CLEAR
OPENING OF 5.7 S/F MIN NET CLEAR OPENING 20" WIDTH AND 24" HT.
6. ALL WINDOWS TO HAVE A MIN. U-VALUE OF .31

1. ALL DOOR OPENINGS TO BE FIELD VERIFIED BY CONTRACTOR BEFORE
INSTALLATION.
2. ALL DOORS TO BE 1 3/4" SOLID CORE UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
3. ALL SHOWER DOORS AND GLASS SHOWER ENCLOSURES SHALL BE
TEMPERED GLASS. IRC SECTION R308.3 AND R308.4
4. FRENCH/PATIO/TERRACE DOORS TO BE SUPPLIED BY WINDOW
MANUFACTURE TO HAVE A U-VALUE OF .31 MINIMUM.

DOOR, WINDOW AND ROOM
SCHEDULES

5. AUTOMATIC GARAGE DOOR OPENERS SHALL BE TESTED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH UL325. - IRC 309.4.
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Exhibit G – Sheet A6.1 Door/Window Schedule

Exhibit H – Streetscape
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Exhibit K - Vicinity Map
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Exhibit I – Vicinity Map
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Streets

Exhibit F – Site Photographs

Exhibit J – Site Photographs

Lot 8

House on Lot 7

House on Lot 7
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Lot 8
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House on Lot 7

Lot 8
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House on Lot 7

House on Lot 7

Lot 8
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Exhibit K – LMC § 15-4-7 Accessory Apartment
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CODE - TITLE 15 LMC, Chapter 4 - Supplemental Regulations
15-4- 5

following criteria:
Guest Houses may be attached or detached
from the main house and may not be sold or
leased separate from the main house. Prior
to Building Permit or Certificate of
Occupancy issuance, a deed restriction
“Notice to Purchaser” stating that the Guest
House may not be sold or leased separate
from the main house, shall be recorded at
the County Recorders Office.
(Amended by Ord. No. 06-22)
15-4 - 7.
ACCESSORY
APARTMENTS.
Accessory Apartments are subject to the
following criteria:
(A)

CRITERIA FOR USE.
(1)
SIZE. Accessory
Apartments may be no more than
one third (1/3) of the dwelling size,
shall be limited to a maximum floor
Area of 1,000 square feet and shall
be no less than 400 square feet with
no more than two (2) Bedrooms. An
Accessory Apartment may not
increase the floor Area of a Structure
over the maximum floor Area as
specified in the Land Management
Code or Subdivision approval.
(2)
PARKING. One (1) Parking
Space per Bedroom must be
provided in addition to the existing
requirement for the primary
residence. Parking Spaces for
Accessory Apartments need not be
covered and may be provided in
tandem subject to one of the
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(a)
One (1) Parking
Space for an Accessory
Apartment may be provided
in tandem if the existing
driveway length equals or
exceeds twenty-five feet (25')
as measured from the
Property Line. Parking is
permitted only within
approved garages and on
paved driveways.
(b)
One (1) Parking
Space for an Accessory
Apartment may be provided
in tandem in an effort to
preserve existing Significant
Vegetation and when all
other parking alternatives are
undesirable.
(c)
Historic District
Zones. One (1) tandem
Parking Space, parking one
vehicle behind another, for an
Accessory Apartment
proposed in any residential
Historic District Zone may be
provided when the Applicant
has secured a Conditional
Use permit and the Planning
Commission has made the
following findings:
(i)
Tandem
Parking will not
create an undue
hardship for the
neighborhood.
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PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CODE - TITLE 15 LMC, Chapter 4 - Supplemental Regulations
15-4- 6

(ii)
Other parking
options are less
desirable than the
proposed tandem
space.
(iii) Reasonable
efforts, such as
automatic garage door
openers, lease
provisions and/or
limitation of garage
storage, have been
made to encourage
the Use of all OffStreet Parking.
(3)
APARTMENTS PER LOT.
No more than one (1) Accessory
Apartment may be located on a Lot.
(4)
REQUIREMENTS FOR
REVIEW. The Applicant for an
Accessory Apartment must submit a
floor plan, architectural elevations,
and Site plan showing any proposed
changes to the Structure or Site.
(5)
DENSITY LIMITS. A
permit for an Accessory Apartment
may not be granted if more than
three (3) of the homes within three
hundred feet (300') of the Applicant's
Property boundary contain other
established Accessory Apartments.
There may be no more than four (4)
Accessory Apartments within a three
hundred foot (300') radius.
(6)
OWNERSHIP. One (1)
unit, either the main Dwelling Unit
or the Accessory Apartment shall be
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occupied by the Owner of the
Structure and the Accessory
Apartment shall not be sold
separately.
(7)
DEED RESTRICTION. A
deed restriction “Notice to
Purchaser” must be filed with the
County Recorder, which states:
"A permit for an Accessory
Apartment was issued to
______________________,
the current Owner of this
Property on
________________. This
permit runs with the land and
is automatically transferred to
the new owner by the sale or
Transfer of this Property,
provided however, if the Use
by the new Owner does not
continue to comply with the
conditions of approval, the
permit may be invalidated by
the Planning Department
pursuant to Section 15-47(B)(1). Prospective
purchasers should be advised
that only one (1) unit on the
Property may be rented; the
other must be occupied by
the Owner.
The Owner shall strictly adhere to all
the conditions of approval and the
prohibition of the rental of either
Dwelling Unit for short term rentals
of less than thirty (30) days.
(8)
NIGHTLY RENTALS. If
an Accessory Apartment permit is
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PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CODE - TITLE 15 LMC, Chapter 4 - Supplemental Regulations
15-4- 7

granted, neither the main Dwelling
Unit nor the Accessory Apartment
may be rented for periods of time
less than thirty (30) days.
(9)
HOMEOWNERS
ASSOCIATION
REGISTRATION AND
NOTIFICATION. All Accessory
Apartments shall be subject to the
Homeowners Association and
notification requirements established
in LMC Chapter 15-1-12 (E).
(B)
REGULATED USE REVIEW.
The Planning Department shall review
Accessory Apartments in those zones where
the Apartments are a Regulated Use. This
includes all Zoning Districts where
Accessory Apartments are an Allowed Use
and not a Conditional Use. After
submission of a complete Application and
payment of the Application fee as
established by the fee schedule, the Planning
Department shall approve a permit if the
requested Accessory Apartment complies
with the criteria for Use in Section 15-4-7
(A), established herein. The Planning
Department shall impose reasonable
conditions to mitigate any impacts to the
surrounding neighborhood.
(1)
PERMIT REVOCATION.
The Accessory Apartment permit
may be revoked by the Planning
Department for non-compliance with
the criteria of this Chapter. The
permittee may appeal the
determination to the Board of
Adjustment, which will evaluate the
Planning Department's determination
of permit non-compliance and decide
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if permit revocation should occur.
(C)
CONDITIONAL USE REVIEW.
In those zones where Accessory Apartments
are subject to a Conditional Use permit, the
Planning Commission shall review the
requested Use. After submission of a
complete Application and payment of the
Application fee as established by the fee
schedule, the Planning Commission shall
approve a permit if the requested Accessory
Apartment complies with the criteria
established in Section 15-4-7 (A) herein. In
addition, prior to issuance of a Conditional
Use permit, the Planning Commission shall
determine that parking and other impacts as
outlined in LMC Chapter 15-1-10 have been
mitigated.
(1)
PERMIT REVOCATION.
The Accessory Apartment permit
may be revoked by the Planning
Department for non-compliance with
the criteria of this Chapter and any
additional conditions of approval.
The permittee may appeal the
determination to the Board of
Adjustment, which will evaluate the
Planning Department's determination
of permit non-compliance and decide
if permit revocation should occur.
(D)
EXISTING NON-CONFORMING
ACCESSORY APARTMENTS. Existing
non-conforming Accessory Apartments may
be approved by the Planning Department
provided that the Accessory Apartment
meets all of the criteria outlined in Section
15-4-7 (A). If the existing Accessory
Apartment does not meet the criteria as
specified, the Planning Commission shall
review the Use. The Planning Commission
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PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CODE - TITLE 15 LMC, Chapter 4 - Supplemental Regulations
15-4- 8

shall approve the request only if the
following findings can be made:
(1)
The Apartment contains no
more than two (2) Bedrooms;
(2)
One (1) Parking Space per
Bedroom is provided for Use by the
Accessory Apartment occupants.
On-Street parking shall not be
counted to fulfill parking
requirements;
(3)
One (1) unit is Owneroccupied;
(4)
Impacts of the Use can be
mitigated;
(5)
Neither Dwelling Unit is
proposed to be rented for periods
less than thirty (30) days; and
(6)
All significant impacts to the
surrounding neighborhood are
reasonably mitigated and continue to
be mitigated.
(Amended by Ord. Nos. 06-22; 07-49)
15-4-8.
GROUP CARE
FACILITIES.
(A)
PURPOSE. To ensure that Group
Care Facilities do not have an adverse
impact on the character of adjacent
neighborhoods and to ensure that issues of
public safety, traffic and parking are
mitigated, permitting of these facilities is
governed by the following regulations. The
intent of these regulations is to locate such
Group Care Facilities where the adjacent
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Street system is sufficient to accommodate
the traffic impacts generated by the Group
Care Facilities; where the Site can
accommodate adequate Off-Street parking;
where the Structures are designed to be
Compatible with the character of the
adjacent neighborhood; and where the type
of Use, activities, and services provided by
the Group Care Facility are substantially
consistent with the activities otherwise
permitted in the district.
(B)
PERMIT REQUIRED. All Group
Care Facilities require a Conditional Use
permit prior to occupancy. A business
license and Certificate of Occupancy for the
Group Care Facility is also required. No
Certificate of Occupancy will be issued by
the City for a Group Care Facility until the
Applicant has submitted a valid license, or
other appropriate authorization, or copy
thereof, from a governmental agency having
proper jurisdiction.
Family foster homes are exempt from these
regulations.
Child Care homes and facilities are
regulated in Section 15-4-9.
Elder Care homes are exempt from these
regulations, provided that the maximum
number of elderly Persons receiving care,
protection and supervision in any such home
shall not exceed eight (8) at any given time.
Dependent on the review criteria herein, the
maximum permissible number of residents,
excluding supervisors, is eight (8) in the R1, HRC and HCB Zoning Districts; twelve
(12) in the RCO, GC, and LI Zoning
Districts; and six (6) in all other Districts
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Planning Commission
Staff Report
Application #:
Subject:
Author:
Date:
Type of Item:

PL-15-02695
Intermountain Healthcare Hospital
Kirsten Whetstone, Sr. Planner
October 28, 2015
Master Planned Development Pre-application public hearing
and discussion

Summary Recommendations
Staff recommends the Planning Commission discuss and provide input regarding the
Pre-Master Planned Development application for proposed amendments to the
Intermountain Health Care (IHC) Master Planned Development (MPD) and conduct a
public hearing. Finding a Pre-MPD application meets the general purposes of the zone
and “initially complies with the General Plan” does not indicate approval of the MPD
Amendment application but allows an MPD Amendment application to be filed for
further consideration. Staff requests direction and continuation to November 11, 2015.
Staff reports reflect the professional recommendation of the planning department. The
Planning Commission, as an independent body, may consider the recommendation but
should make its decisions independently.
Description
Applicant:
Location:
Zoning District:
Adjacent Land Uses:
Reason for Review:

IHC Hospital, Inc. represented by Morgan D. Busch
900 Round Valley Drive
Community Transition MPD (CT-MPD)
Park City Recreation Complex, USSA training facility, US 40,
and Round Valley open space
Pre-Applications for MPD amendments require Planning
Commission review and a finding of initial compliance with
the Park City General Plan prior to submittal of a full Master
Planned Development application.

Proposal
This is a request for review of a pre-MPD application for two amendments to the
Intermountain Health Care Master Planned Development (aka Park City Medical Center)
located at 900 Round Valley Drive. On September 21, 2015, the applicant submitted a
revised application requesting pre-MPD review of two proposed amendments (Exhibit
A):
1. Subdivision of Lot 8 into two lots, allocating 3.6 acres to Peace House and
creating an open space lot (Lot 12) from the remaining 6.33 acres.
2. Inclusion of additional density up to the maximum allowed in the CT Zoning
District (up to 3.0 units per acre) for non-residential uses by incorporating an
additional 50,000 sf of Support Medical Offices into the MPD to be allocated
to either Lot 1 or Lot 6, or some combination thereof.
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Background
On February 18, 2015, the Planning Department received a Master Planned
Development pre-Application meeting application and letter from the applicant
describing various MPD Amendments contemplated by IHC (Exhibit A). The application
was considered complete on February 18, 2015, and scheduled for a Planning
Commission meeting on April 8, 2015. At the April 8, 2015 Planning Commission
meeting a public hearing was held and the item was continued to a date uncertain to
allow Staff additional time to address the requested amendments in more detail. No
staff report was provided for the April 8th meeting and there was no discussion or public
input.
On August 26, 2015, the Planning Commission (see Exhibit B) reviewed a revised preMPD application and took action on the following pre-MPD items:
1. A request to locate the Peace House on the eastern portion of Lot 8 as
partial fulfillment of the affordable housing obligation for the Medical Campus.
2. Location of a Fire Station was deemed appropriate within the IHC MPD
with a final location to be determined during the full MPD amendment
process.
3. Various administrative clarifications to the findings of fact and conditions of
approval of the First Amended MPD (October 8, 2014).
4. A Development Agreement, reflecting the Annexation Agreement and the
First and Second MPD Amendments, will be prepared by the Planning Staff,
ratified by the Planning Commission, and recorded at Summit County.
Two additional items were briefly discussed at the August 26th meeting. These items
were continued to a date uncertain. These two items are the subject of this Staff report:
1. Subdivision of Lot 8 into two lots, allocating 3.6 acres to Peace House and
creating an open space parcel or Lot from the remaining lot 6.33 acres.
2. Pursue additional density up to the maximum allowed in the CT Zoning
District of 3.0 units per acre (for non-residential uses) by incorporating an
additional 50,000 sf of Support Medical Offices into the MPD for either Lot 1
or Lot 6, or some combination thereof.
Background of IHC Annexation and MPD Approvals
The property consists of the 157 acre IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation approved by the
City Council in 2006. The property is subject to the IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation
(Development) Agreement recorded at Summit County on January 23, 2007 (Exhibit C).
The Agreement describes conditions and parameters of the annexation and future
development of the property. On May 23, 2007, the Planning Commission approved an
application for the Intermountain Healthcare Hospital MPD (aka Park City Medical
Center) as well as a Conditional Use Permit for Phase 1 construction. Phase 1 included
a 122,000 square foot hospital building (with an additional 13,000 square feet of
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constructed, unfinished shell space) with 50,000 square feet of Support Medical Offices.
Phase 1 was constructed and certificates of occupancy were issued. The final
unfinished shell space is currently being finished with an active building permit.
Two separate medical support buildings were proposed in the initial phase of
development, including the Physician’s Holding building on Lot 7 and the People’s
Health Center/ Summit County Health offices building on Lot 10 (both approximately
25,000 sf ). These buildings have their own CUPs, are constructed, and certificates of
occupancy have been issued. Additionally, the USSA Center of Excellence building
was approved with a CUP and constructed utilizing all 85 unit equivalents allocated to
Lot 3.
On November 25, 2008, a final subdivision plat known as the Subdivision Plat
(Amended) for the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA
Headquarters and Training Facility was approved and recorded at Summit County
(Exhibit D).
On October 8, 2014, the Planning Commission approved a request for MPD
amendments for Phase 2 construction. The 2014 MPD Amendments transferred a total
of 50,000 sf of Support Medical Offices to Lot 1 from Lots 6 and 8 (25,000 sf each) to be
incorporated within the Medical Center Building. A Conditional Use Permit for the Phase
2 addition to the Hospital building on Lot 1 was also approved on October 8, 2014 that
included construction of this Support Medical Offices as an addition to the existing
hospital building on Lot 1. Building permits were issued in late 2014 and construction of
Phase 2 is underway.
Pre-Application process
A requirement for an amendment to a Master Planned Development is review of a preapplication by the Planning Commission at a public meeting and a determination of
initial compliance with the Park City General Plan and the general purposes of the
Zoning District (CT zone in this case). The Land Management Code (LMC 15-6-4(B))
describes the pre-Application process as follows:
At the pre-Application public meeting, the Applicant will have an
opportunity to present the preliminary concepts for the proposed Master
Planned Development. This preliminary review will focus on identifying
issues of compliance with the General Plan and zoning compliance for the
proposed MPD. The public will be given an opportunity to comment on
the preliminary concepts so that the Applicant can address neighborhood
concerns in preparation of an Application for an MPD.
The Planning Commission shall review the preliminary information to
identify issues on compliance with the General Plan and will make a
finding that the project initially complies with the General Plan. Such
finding is to be made prior to the Applicant filing a formal MPD Application.
If no such finding can be made, the applicant must submit a modified
Application or the General Plan would have to be modified prior to formal
acceptance and processing of the Application. For larger MPDs, it is
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recommended that the Applicant host additional neighborhood meetings in
preparation of filing of a formal Application for an MPD.
The full MPD is reviewed for compliance with the MPD requirements as outlined in LMC
Chapter 6, the Annexation Agreement, the CT zone requirements, as well as any
additional items requested by the Planning Commission at the pre-MPD meeting.
Finding that a Pre-MPD application meets the general purpose of the zone and “initially
complies with the General Plan” does not imply blanket approval of the requested MPD
amendments and specific conditions may be required. If the pre-MPD is found to not
comply, the applicant can amend the application, request an amendment to the General
Plan or LMC, or abandon the request.
Density calculations (see Table 1 below)
Total approved density within the IHC MPD is 535,000 SF gross floor area which
equates to a total of 415 UE, including 85,000 SF allocated for the USSA Center of
Excellence constructed on Lot 3. The lots and current allocated density are identified
below and in Table 3. See also Exhibit J- Annexation/MPD area map and lots.
Lot 1 (99.06 acres) is allocated a total of 180 UE of Hospital uses and 100 UE of
Support Medical Offices uses for a total of 280 UE as described below.
Lots 6 (3.04 acres), 7 (3.40 acres), 8 (9.93 acres), and 10 (3.09 acres) are allocated
density as described below.
The IHC MPD allows a total of 300,000 sf (180 UEs) of Hospital Uses on Lot 1 (one
Hospital UE= 1666.67 sf per a formula agreed to and documented in the Annexation
Agreement). Completion of all on-going construction will yield a total of 137,800 sf of
Hospital Uses with 162,200 sf of Hospital Uses remaining to be constructed in future
phases, subject to approval of a Conditional Use Permit.
A total of 150,000 sf (150 UEs) of Support Medical Office Uses (one Support Medical
Office UE = 1,000 sf) were allowed on Lots 1, 6, 7, 8, and 10. Construction is underway
for the remaining Support Medical Offices on Lot 1, including the 50,000 sf transferred
from Lots 6 and 8, per the current MPD approvals. Construction of approximately
25,000 sf on each of Lots 7 and 10 is complete and no changes are proposed to these
lots. Upon completion of the current construction on Lot 1, a total of 150,000 sf of
Support Medical Office Uses will be complete (on Lots 1, 7, and 10). The 50 UE of
Support Medical Uses on Lots 6 and 8 were transferred to Lot 1 during the First
Amended IHC MPD.
Lot 3 (5 Acres) is identified on the plat for 85 UE (85,000 sf) for USSA.
The remaining lots (Lots 2, 4, 5, 9, and 11) were not allocated density in terms of Unit
Equivalents through the Annexation Agreement:
Lot 2 (8.492 acres) is identified on the plat as an open space lot and no UEs are
allocated to this lot.
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Lot 4 (5 acres) is referred to as the “City Donated Parcel” and is referred to in Sections
#11 (a and d) and #17 of the IHC MPD findings of fact attached as Exhibit A of the
Annexation Agreement (Exhibit C) as the parcel donated to Park City and identified as
the location of 28 townhouse units to satisfy a portion of the IHC affordable housing
obligation. These units were transferred to the Park City Heights Master Planned
Development to be incorporated within that residential neighborhood. The November 6,
2013, Park City Heights Amended MPD (Exhibit E) includes the following language as
finding of fact #1g:
#1g. An additional 5 acres of deeded open space is provided on Round Valley
Drive adjacent to US 40 south of the Park City Medical Center. This open space
is not included in the 72% (open space for PC Heights MPD) figure. This is in
exchange for transferring the 28 IHC deed restricted townhouse units to the PC
Heights neighborhood. This parcel is deed restricted per requirements of the
Burbidge/IHC Annexation and Development Agreements.
Section 11 of the IHC Annexation (Development) Agreement specifies language
regarding the situation, design, and construction of affordable units on the parcel;
discusses proceeds from the sale or lease of the “Units”; describes extension of utilities
to this parcel; and describes any obligation, cost or otherwise for water rights or
interests and also describes public fees necessary for construction of the “Units” on the
City Donated Parcel. The City is looking into agreements and process associated with
this parcel in light of the Fire District’s interest in a portion of it.
Lot 5 (15 acres) is a 15 acre parcel donated to the City for “public recreation and open
space purposes” per the Annexation Agreement. This parcel is located adjacent to the
City’s Ice Rink, within the Quinn’s Recreation Complex MPD and is being studied for a
variety of possible recreational uses. No UEs or density is allocated to Lot 5 in the
Annexation Agreement. If density, in terms of UEs, is required for construction of a
similarly sized public recreation facility (45-50 UEs), which is a Conditional Use in the
CT Zoning District, and this additional density is granted to the IHC MPD and utilized on
Lot 5, then there would be little to no UEs available for expansion of the hospital (and
vice versa).
Lot 9 is the location of a Questar Gas regulating station on 0.174 acres and no UEs are
allocated.
Lot 11 contains 0.951 acres and wraps the gas regulating station lot. The Annexation
does not identify a use or UEs for Lot 11. Lots 9 and 10 are located adjacent to the
Quinn’s Recreation complex at the south end of the MPD.
In order to understand the density allowed by the Annexation Agreement Staff created
the following tables. Table 1 identifies the allocated density per Lot as well as identifies
the remaining allocated density still to be built and includes the 50,000 square feet of
requested additional density in the last column. Table 2 is a breakdown of the Support
Medical Office density allocation.
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Table 1
Density of IHC
MPD
Hospital Uses
On Lot 1

Total Support
Medical Offices
on Lots 1, 6, 7, 8,
and 10

Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 9,
and 11

Total Includes
Hospital Uses/
Support Medical
Office on Lots 1,
6, 7, 8 and 10 and
USSA on Lot 3

Table 2
Medical Support
Offices on Lot 1

Support Medical
office Lots 7 and
10
Support Medical
office Lot 6

Support Medical
office Lot 8

Approved per IHC
st
MPD and 1
Amendment
300,000 SF
(square feet)
(180 UE)*

Approved and built or under
construction

Remaining to be built
(includes possible SF if
MPD is amended)

137,800 SF
(82.68 UE)

162,200 SF (97.32 UE)

150,000 SF
(150 UE)
(68,000 SF existing with
82,000 SF under construction.)

0 SF
***
to 50,000 SF (50 UE)

85,000 SF (85 UE) for USSA
Center of Excellence on Lot 3
28 affordable units on Lot 4 transferred to Park City Heights
and under construction.

0 SF- (UE needed for for
a public recreation
facility?)

287,800 SF
(232.68 UE)

162,200 SF (97.32 UE) of
Hospital Uses
0-50,000 SF (50 UE)
Support Medical Office
Uses***

100,000 SF
(100 UE)

100,000 SF
(100 UE)

0 SF
to 50,000 SF (50 UE) ***

50,000 SF
(50 UE)

50,000 SF
(50 UE)

0 SF

25,000 SF
(25 UE)
transferred to Lot 1
st
with 1 MPD
Amendment)

0 SF

0 SF
to 50,000 SF (50 UE) ***

25,000 SF
(25 UE)
transferred to Lot 1
st
with 1 MPD
Amendment)

0 SF

0 SF (Peace House UE
for portion of Summit
CO affordable units)

150,000 SF
(150 UE)**

85 Unit Equivalents
identified for Lot 3,
28 affordable units
on Lot 4,
0 UE identified for
Lots 2, 5, 9, and 11
535,000 SF
(415 UE)
450,000 SF
(330 UE) plus
85,000 SF (85 UE)

*1 UE= 1666.67 sf of hospital use per the annexation agreement.
**1 UE= 1,000 sf of Support Medical Office Use.
*** Subject to approval of MPD Amendment for additional 50 UE as 50,000 sf of Support Medical Office
Uses.
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The overall density of the Annexation area is 2.64 UE per acre for the allocated Unit
Equivalents identified in the Annexation Agreement. There are a total of 415 UE
specified on the 157.243 acres of the entire Annexation area. If an additional 50,000 sf
(50 UE) of Support Medical Office Uses are approved, then the overall density would be
2.957 UE per acre (465 UE on 157.243 acres). Hospital Use at 50 UE would result in
83,333.5 sf; however this use is no longer being requested. Density is discussed in
greater detail in the Analysis section below.
Density Allocation of Annexation/MPD
Table 3
Lot #
Lot Area (acres)
1
99.06
2
8.49
3
5.0
4

5.0

5

15.0

6

3.04

7

3.40

8

9.93

9

0.17

Density (UE)
280
n/a (open space)
85
n/a (was affordable
housing parcel)
n/a (open space
and recreation
uses)
0 (25 were
transferred to Lot 1)
25
0 (25 were
transferred to Lot 1)
n/a

10

3.09

25

0.95
4.11
157.24

n/a
n/a
415 UE

11
Roads
TOTAL

Ownership
IHC
IHC
USSA
PCMC
PCMC
IHC
IHC/MOB
IHC
Questar
IHC (Summit
CO/Peoples Health)
IHC
PCMC- ROW

Proposed MPD Amendments
1. Subdivision of Lot 8
The applicant is requesting an MPD amendment to allow a subdivision of the existing
9.934 Lot 8 into two lots (Exhibit F). Lot 8 is located directly north of the Summit County
Health Department Building. The 3.6 acre eastern portion of Lot 8 would remain as Lot
8 and a new Lot 12 would be created from the remaining 6.334 acres. IHC would retain
ownership of Lot 12 as a dedicated open space lot and Lot 8 would be encumbered with
a ground lease for the Peace House. The western portion (Lot 12) is primarily wetlands
and wetlands buffer. There is no minimum lot size in the CT zone and setback
requirements of the zone can be met. A formal plat amendment application is necessary
to split the existing lot into 2 lots, with review and recommendation by Planning
Commission and final action by the City Council. The applicant has revised the preMPD application to stipulate that Lot 12 would be deeded as an open space Lot as an
additional public benefit for the MPD.
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Staff requests discussion of the request to subdivide Lot 8 into two separate lots
to allow IHC to provide a ground lease on a portion of Lot 8 for the Peace House.
Is this subdivision of Lot 8 consistent with the General Plan and general
purposes of the CT Zone? Would dedication of the new 6.334 acre Lot 12 be
considered an additional public benefit that would in part support the request for
additional density?
2. Request for 50 UE of additional Support Medical Offices
Lots 1 and 6 - Density
The applicant is requesting consideration of an MPD amendment to allow an additional
50 UE of density to be identified for the Medical Campus. The applicant is requesting
consideration of this additional density for Lots 1 and/or 6 depending on future needs of
the hospital. The applicant is requesting 50 UE of additional density, in the form of
50,000 sf of Support Medical Office uses (1 UE= 1,000 sf). This is approximately a 12%
increase in the allocated density. Lot 6 currently has no density associated with it, as
the 25UE of Support Medical Offices allocated during the Annexation/MPD were
transferred to Lot 1 with the First IHC MPD Amendment. See Exhibit J for the site plan
of approved existing and future expansion of Hospital and Support Medical Office uses.
Final allocation could be determined at the time of review of the MPD amendment or at
the time of a Conditional Use Permit as a future phase of construction. Staff
recommends that a Development Agreement should indicate total density and how it
can allocated.
The Annexation Agreement states that the approved density is 2.64 UE per acre. There
are a total of 415 UE approved on the 157.243 acres of the entire Annexation area (see
Density and Square footage Table 1 above). If an additional 50 UE of Support Medical
Offices is approved, the resulting density would be 2.957 UE per acre (465 UE on
157.243 acres).
Maximum base density allowed in the Community Transition (CT) Zoning District is 1
UE per 20 acre. A bonus density up to a maximum of 3 UE per acre may be approved
provided that all Density bonus requirements set forth in LMC Section 15-2.23A (Exhibit
G) are met and the additional standards are incorporated into the Master Planned
Development. Those standards include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Minimum of 80% Open Space
300’ Frontage Protection Zone (FPZ) no-build Setback from US 40.
Minimum of 60% of the required parking located in structured or tiered parking
Additional Enhanced Public Benefit Dedication
5% additional Affordable Housing commitment

A detailed density analysis is required with the full MPD application to identify open
space calculations, FPZ setbacks, parking plan layout and phasing of structured and
tiered parking, description of enhanced public benefit dedication, and to identify how the
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affordable housing obligations will be met and phased. Additionally the full MPD
application would need to include updated traffic and utility capacity studies.
During the Annexation discussion the intent was to include in the 3 units/acre ratio
density all of the medical support uses. Also, there was a preference for institutional
uses (i.e. Hospital, County Health, and USSA) focusing on support for the hospital and
not for more private clinics and offices.
Any additional density allowed through an amendment to the MPD would have an
additional affordable housing obligation. For example an additional 50,000 sf of medical
offices would trigger an additional 11.66 AUE based on the 17-99 Resolution which
defines an AUE as a two-bedroom unit of 800 square feet (and allows for equivalent
housing types and sizes based on the 800 square feet).
The full MPD amendment application should identify phasing for the remaining
affordable housing obligation, including a plan for any additional density that may be
granted during the MPD process. The Park City Housing Authority indicated that if
additional density is granted that a portion of that density shall be allocated to Lot 8 for
that portion of the Peace House that satisfies Affordable Housing for uses not within this
MPD.
Lot 5- Density
Staff requests the Commission discuss the issue of density for Lot 5. Lot 5 was
dedicated to the City for public recreation and open space uses as part of an MPD
requirement for additional public benefits per the CT zoning district. The IHC Annexation
Agreement does not allocate density, in terms of unit equivalents (UEs) or square
footage of construction Lot 5. LMC Section 15-2.23-4(B) includes the following language
for density greater than one (1) unit per acre:
ADDITIONAL ENHANCED PUBLIC BENEFIT DEDICATION. The Master
Planned Development shall provide the inclusion of public recreation facilities
and/or land for public and/or quasi-public institutional Uses reasonably related to
the General Plan goals for the Area, and impacts of the Development beyond
that provided to achieve a project Density of up to one (1) unit per acre by a
factor reasonably related to the Density increase sought.
Additionally, LMC Section 15-6-8 states that “in order to allow for, and to encourage, a
variety of unit configurations, Density shall be calculated on the basis of Unit
Equivalents. Unless otherwise stipulated, one (1) Unit Equivalent equates to one (1)
single family Lot, 2,000 square feet of Multi-Family Dwelling floor area, or 1,000 square
feet of commercial or office floor area”.
In residential projects the LMC states that “common outdoor facilities, such as pools,
spas, recreation facilities, ice-skating rinks, decks, porches, etc. do not require the Use
of Unit Equivalents.
The LMC also states that “Commercial spaces, approved as a part of a Master Planned
Development, shall be calculated on the basis of one (1) Unit Equivalent per 1000
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square feet of Net Leasable Floor Area, exclusive of common corridors, for each part of
a 1,000 square foot interval. For example: 2,460 square feet of commercial Area shall
count as 2.46 Unit Equivalents.
Staff requests discussion regarding the request for an additional 50 UE of
Support Medical Offices for the IHC Medical Campus.
Does the Commission find that this additional density is consistent with the
intent of the Annexation Agreement and the CT Zone?
If approved, should the uses for this density be spelled out in detail at the time of
the MPD to ensure that it is support for the Hospital?
If approved, should the location of these uses be identified with the Second
Amended MPD to specific lots (Lots 1 or 6)? Or should the location of the
additional Support Medical Offices be left flexible to be determined during the
CUP process prior to permit issuance?
Staff also requests discussion related to density for public recreation facilities
and essential public facilities, e.g. whether public ice rinks, public indoor fields
and recreation facilities, fire stations, police stations, etc. along with support
administrative uses, locker rooms, maintenance and storage facilities, etc. should
be required to utilize density? If an expanded public recreation facility on Lot 5 is
required to utilize density (likely 40-50 UE), then little to no density would be
available for the Medical Campus and vice versa.
Analysis
The purpose of the MPD pre-application public meeting is to have the applicant
present preliminary concepts and give the public an opportunity to respond to those
concepts prior to submittal of the complete MPD amendment application. Staff
provided the Community Transition (CT) Zoning district Chapter from the Land
Management Code (Exhibit G) as well as relevant Goals and Strategies, and the
Quinn’s Neighborhood Section, of the General Plan (Exhibit H).
Community Transition (CT) Zone
The CT zone per LMC Section 15-2.23-2 allows for a variety of uses including hospital,
health related services, and support medical offices. It was determined at the time of
the annexation and approval of the MPD that the Intermountain Healthcare Hospital
(aka Park City Medical Center) was consistent with the purpose and uses of the zone.
Lots 1 and 6 are of sufficient size to accommodate additional building square feet and
meet required CT zone setbacks (30’). It was determined that Support Medical Office
uses would utilize density at the same rate as Commercial Uses in other zoning districts
and that Hospital Uses would be calculated using a modified formula based on the
specific requirements and nature of Hospital construction
Does the Planning Commission find the proposed MPD amendments are
consistent with the CT Zone in terms of purpose and uses?
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General Plan Review
The IHC MPD (aka Park City Medical Center Campus) is located in the Quinn’s
Junction neighborhood, as described in the new Park City General Plan. Specific
elements of the General Plan that apply to this project include the following: (Staff
analysis and comments in italics)
Quinn’s Junction Neighborhood- Park City Medical Center is listed as a
neighborhood icon in the Quinn’s Junction Neighborhood section of the General
Plan. The Joint Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction (Exhibit H) area
recommend development patterns of clustered development balanced with
preservation of open space. Public preserved open space and recreation is the
predominant existing land use, including the Round Valley and Quinn’s Complex
open spaces.
Development should be designed to enhance public access through interconnection
of trails, preserve public use and enjoyment of these areas, and continue to
advance these goals along with the preservation of identified view sheds and
passive open space areas. New development should be set back in compliance with
the Entry Corridor Protection Overlay. Sensitive Lands should be considered in
design and protected.
In Volume 2 of the Park City General Plan, Section 10.1 (Quinn’s Junction
Neighborhood: Regional Planning to guide future development along the City
Boundary) and Section 10.2 (Quinn’s Junction Neighborhood: An area for Regional
Institutional Uses) provides support for the proposed Support Medical Office uses,
as well as other institutional uses, such as hospital, educational facilities, recreation,
sports training, arts, cultural heritage, etc. (see Exhibit H).
The proposed amendments to the IHC MPD include a request to subdivide an
existing lot to construct, on a separate leasable lot, transitional housing as well as
an emergency shelter. The proposed amendments also include allocating an
additional 50 UE of density of Support Medical Office uses to enable the Medical
Center to address short term growth for support medical uses in Summit and
Wasatch Counties.
There is already a significant amount of projected growth that the Medical Center
has become aware of from recent presentations from Envision Utah and the State.
IHC sees the additional 50 UE of density as a short term (5-10 years out) as
opposed to a long term future as they previously thought. The applicant will provide
additional information on this item at the meeting.
For long term future needs IHC already anticipates the need to become part of a
TDR program due to constraints of the allowed density in the CT Zoning District.
Development location of any additional UEs is required to be setback from the Entry
Corridor and building placement and architecture would be similar to the Medical
Office Building to the north and to the Summit County Health Building to the south.
Views from Highway 248 would be studied and presented with the full MPD as
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required in the LMC. Sensitive wetland areas will have to be protected and dividing
Lot 8 could facilitate this.
Staff recommends that transit options be studied and presented with a full MPD
application. The Commission can request an analysis of uses at the time of the MPD
application, to determine impacts on traffic, parking, utilities, etc.
Maximum base density allowed in the Community Transition (CT) Zoning District is 1
UE per 20 acres. A bonus density up to a maximum of 3 UE per acre (maximum of 1 UE
per acre for residential uses) may be approved provided that all Density bonus
requirements set forth in LMC Section 15-2.23A (Exhibit G) are met and the additional
standards are incorporated into the Master Planned Development. Those standards
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum of 80% Open Space
300’ Frontage Protection Zone (FPZ) no-build Setback
Minimum of 60% of the required parking located in structured or tiered parking
Additional Enhanced Public Benefit Dedication
Additional Affordable Housing commitment

Staff requests the Planning Commission discuss whether the General Plan
supports or does not support additional density for support medical uses
within the IHC MPD? Does the General Plan provide enough guidance to
answer this question and if so, does the General Plan provide guidance as to
what are acceptable community benefits that should be provided in exchange
for the additional density (12% overall increase in density for the MPD).
Should the General Plan be amended to provide better direction?
Small Town- Goals include protect undeveloped land; discourage sprawl, and direct
growth inward to strengthen existing neighborhoods. Goals also include encourage
alternative modes of transportation.
Quinn’s Junction is identified as a Development Node. The proposed MPD
amendments include uses to support the existing Hospital uses and mission. By
providing additional square footage within an existing campus, IHC believes that
there are opportunities to co-utilize space to provide for more efficient medical care
in one campus. There is existing City bus service to the area on an as needed basis
and additional uses will help to validate additional transit services. The IHC MPD is
located on the City’s trail system and adjacent to Round Valley open space and
Quinn’s Recreation Complex. The location is convenient to medical services and
recreation. If the additional 50 UE can be incorporated within the developed area of
Lot 1undeveloped lands in other areas could be protected, such as Lot 6.
Natural Setting- Goals include conserving a healthy network of open space for
continued access to and respect for the natural setting. Goals also include energy
efficiency and conservation of natural resources.
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The proposed MPD amendments include expansions of existing uses by requesting
additional density for future hospital expansion and by relocating the existing Peace
House to a location where their mission can be expanded. The MPD application will
need to analyze open space requirements taking into consideration building
footprint, parking, and driveways for the proposed uses. Green building
requirements are part of the existing Annexation Agreement and would continue to
apply to any future hospital expansion.
Staff requests discussion regarding the location of any additional density and
whether that should be restricted to Lot 1 as opposed to the options of Lot 1
or Lot 6 in order to cluster the additional density.
Sense of Community- Goals include creation of diversity of housing, including
affordable housing; provision of parks and recreation opportunities; and provision of
world class recreation and infrastructure to host local, regional, national, and
international events while maintaining a balance with the sense of community.
A primary reason for the proposed MPD amendments is to ensure that this
community amenity has the ability to address short term needs as they arise. It is
important to IHC to know far enough in advance what their future development
potential is, both in terms of additional UEs and that they have an updated
Development Agreement that spells out agreed upon expectations and requirements
for future expansion. IHC is part of Park City’s world class recreation and
infrastructure and will need to continue to balance their development with the needs
of the community.
Are there additional items that the applicant should submit with the MPD
application or that should be included in the amended Development Agreement to
clarify any specific issues or concerns regarding housing, recreation, open
space, or enhanced public benefits that would allow the MPD to be more
consistent with the General Plan?
Notice
A legal notice of this public hearing was published in the Park Record on October 10,
2015. The property was re-posted and notice letters were mailed out on October 14,
2015 according to requirement of the LMC.
Public Input
No public input has been received by the time of this report.
Alternatives
• The Planning Commission may find that all or some of the proposed MPD
amendments presented in the Pre-MPD application are consistent with the Park
City General Plan and general purposes of the CT Zone; or
• The Planning Commission may find that all or some of the proposed MPD
amendments are not consistent with the Park City General Plan and may provide
direction to the applicant to make modifications to render the MPD application
consistent with the General Plan and general purposes of the CT Zone; or
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•

The Planning Commission may continue the discussion on all or portions of the
MPD amendments and request additional information on specific items.

Future Process
If the pre-MPD application is found to be initially compliant with the General Plan and
purposes of the CT Zone the applicant may submit a full and complete MPD Application
for review by the Staff and Planning Commission. The Planning Commission takes final
action on the MPD application and that action may be appealed to the City Council
following appeal procedures found in LMC § 15-1-18. Review and approval of a
Conditional Use Permit application by the Planning Commission is required prior to
building permit issuance for construction of future phases of development within the
MPD.
Summary Recommendations
Staff recommends the Planning Commission discuss and provide input regarding
the Pre-Master Planned Development application regarding proposed amendments
to the IHC Master Planned Development (MPD) and conduct a public hearing. Staff
has provided findings of fact and conclusions of law for the Commission’s
consideration. Finding a Pre-MPD application consistent with the General Plan and
general purposes of the LMC, allows an MPD Amendment application to be filed for
further consideration. Staff requests discussion and continuation to November 11,
2015 to make any requested changes to the findings, conclusion, and conditions.
Findings of Fact

1. On September 21, 2015, the City received a revised application for a PreMaster Planned Development application for amendments to the IHC Master
Planned Development.
2. The proposed MPD Amendments include the following requests:
•

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Subdivision of Lot 8 into two lots, Lot 8 would become 3.6 acres to
provide a separate lot for the Peace House and Lot 12, created from the
remaining 6.33 acres, would be dedicated as an open space lot,
preserving wetlands and open space within the MPD.
•
Additional 50 units of density (12% increase) for Medical Support Office
uses increasing the density of the MPD from 2.64 units/acre to 2.96
units/acre, with the additional density proposed to be constructed on Lots
1 and/or 6.
The property is zoned Community Transition- Master Planned Development (CTMPD).
There is no minimum lot size in the CT zone.
The base density in the CT Zone is 1 unit per 20 acres. Maximum density allowed
in the Community Transition (CT) Zoning District for non-residential projects is 3
units per acre provided that all Density bonus requirements set forth in LMC
Section 15-2.23-4 are met and the additional standards are incorporated into the
amended Master Planned Development and Development Agreement.
The approved MPD was required to provide various bonuses per Section 152.23-4 (B) because it included density of greater than 1 unit per acre.
Access to the property is from Round Valley Drive, a public street.
The property is subject to the IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation plat and
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Annexation Agreement recorded at Summit County on January 23, 2007.
9. On May 23, 2007, the Planning Commission approved a Master Planned
Development for the IHC aka Park City Medical Center as well as a
Conditional Use Permit for Phase One construction.
10. On November 25, 2008, a final subdivision plat known as the Subdivision
Plat (Amended) for the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical
Campus/USSA Headquarters and Training Facility was approved and
recorded at Summit County.
11. On October 8, 2014, the Planning Commission approved MPD amendments for
Phase 2 construction. These MPD Amendments transferred 50,000 sf of support
medical office uses to Lot 1 from Lots 6 and 8 (25,000 sf each).
12. An amendment to the IHC Master Planned Development (MPD) requires
a Pre-MPD application and review for initial compliance with the Park City
General Plan and the purpose and uses of the CT Zoning District as
described in Land Management Code (LMC 15-6-4(B)).
13. The CT zoning district, per LMC Section 15-2.23-2, allows for a variety of
uses including conservation and agriculture activities; different types of
housing and alternative living situations and quarters; trails and trailhead
improvements; recreation and outdoor related uses; public, quasi public,
civic, municipal and institutional uses; hospital and other health related
services; athlete training, testing, and related programs; group care
facilities, ancillary support commercial uses; transit facilities and park and
ride lots; small wind energy systems; etc.
14. Public and private recreation facilities are a Conditional Use in the CT
zoning district.
15. General Acute Hospital and Accredited Medical Clinics and Medical
Offices and support uses are a Conditional Use in the CT zoning district.
16. It was determined at the time of the annexation and approval of the MPD
that the Intermountain Healthcare Hospital (aka Park City Medical Center)
and the associated support medical office uses are consistent with the
purpose and uses of the zone.
17. The purpose of the pre-application public meeting is to have the applicant
present preliminary concepts and give the public an opportunity to
respond to those concepts prior to submittal of the MPD amendment
application.
18. IHC is located in the Quinn’s Junction neighborhood, as described in the
Park City General Plan.
19. The Joint Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area recommend
development patterns of clustered development balanced with
preservation of open space. Public preserved open space and recreation
is the predominant existing land use. Clustered development should be
designed to enhance public access through interconnection of trails,
preserve public use and enjoyment of these areas, and continue to
advance these goals along with the preservation of identified view sheds
and passive open space areas. New development should be set back in
compliance with the Entry Corridor Protection Overlay. Sensitive Lands
should be considered in design and protected. Sensitive wetland areas
should be protected and taken into consideration in design of driveways,
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parking lots, and buildings, as well as protected from impacts of proposed
uses.
20. Uses contemplated in the Joint Planning Principles for this neighborhood
include institutional development limited to hospital, educational facilities,
recreation, sports training, arts, cultural heritage, etc.
21. The proposed MPD amendments are consistent with the intent of the
Joint Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area and are a
compatible use in this neighborhood as the development will be located
on existing lots, setback from the Entry Corridor to preserve the open
view from SR 248, and the impacts of parking and traffic can be mitigated
per requirements of the CT zone, pedestrian connections can be
maintained and enhanced by providing additional trails and open space,
and the architectural character can be maintained with authentic materials
and building design required to be compatible with the existing buildings.
22. Small Town Goals of the General Plan include protection of undeveloped
land; discourage sprawl, and direct growth inward to strengthen existing
neighborhoods. Alternative modes of transportation are encouraged.
23. Quinn’s Junction is identified as a Development Node. The proposed
MPD amendments include uses to ensure that the Medical Campus can
continue to serve the needs of the community into the future.
24. There is existing City bus service to the area on an as needed basis and
additional uses will help to validate additional services as a benefit for all
of the uses in the area. Studies of transit and transportation in the Quinn’s
area will be important in evaluating the merits of the MPD amendments
and considerations for permanent bus routes in the area.
25. The Medical Campus is located on the City’s trail system and adjacent to
Round Valley open space.
26. Natural Setting Goals of the General Plan include conserving a healthy
network of open space for continued access to and respect for the natural
setting. Goals also include energy efficiency and conservation of natural
resources.
27. With the proposed changes the MPD would require a minimum of 80%
open space, excluding all hard surface areas, parking, driveways, and
buildings.
28. Green building requirements are part of the existing Annexation
Agreement and the CT Zone density bonus requirements and would
continue to apply.
29. On August 26, 2015, the Planning Commission conducted a public hearing
and discussed the pre-MPD application. The Commission continued
discussion on the proposed amendments described in this report to a date
uncertain.
30. On October 14, 2015, the property was re-posted and letters were mailed to
neighboring property owners per requirements of the Land Management
Code.
31. On October 10, 2015, a legal notice of the public hearing was published in the
Park Record and placed on the Utah public meeting website.
32. At the pre-Application public meeting, the Applicant presented preliminary
concepts for the proposed Master Planned Development. This preliminary
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review focused on identifying issues of compliance with the General Plan and
zoning compliance for the proposed MPD.
Conclusions of Law
1. The proposed MPD Amendments to the Intermountain Healthcare Hospital MPD
initially comply with the intent of the Park City General Plan and general
purposes of the Community Transition (CT) zone.
2. These findings are made prior to the Applicant filing a formal MPD Application.
3. The proposed MPD amendments are consistent with the intent of the Joint
Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area and are a compatible use in this
neighborhood.
4. Finding a Pre-MPD application consistent with the General Plan and general
purposes of the zone, does not indicate approval of the full MPD or subsequent
Conditional Use Permits.
Conditions of Approval
1. A full MPD application is required to be submitted and reviewed by City Staff with
a recommendation provided to the Planning Commission prior to issuance of any
building permits for construction related to these amendments.
2. The full MPD application will include typical MPD studies such as an updated
traffic/intersection study, updated utility capacity study (including water, sewer,
gas/electric, communications, etc.), a revised phasing plan, an affordable housing
plan for remaining and new obligation, reports on any additional mine hazard or
soils issues for revised building footprints, open space calculations, updated
sensitive lands and wildlife reports, Frontage Protection Zone setback exhibit,
parking analysis, and public benefits analysis.
3. The MPD will be reviewed for compliance with the MPD requirements as
outlined in LMC Chapter 6, the Annexation Agreement, the CT zone
requirements, as well as any additional items requested by the Planning
Commission at the pre-MPD meeting.
4. The plat amendment to subdivide Lot 8 will include dedication of Lot 12 as an
open space lot.
5. The Park City Housing Authority indicated that if additional density is granted to
IHC then a portion of that density shall be allocated to Lot 8 for the portion of the
Peace House that satisfies Affordable Housing for uses not within this MPD.
6. At the time of the MPD the Planning Commission should make a determination
as to the location of any additional density allocated for the Medical Campus.
Exhibits
Exhibit A-- Applicant’s revised MPD Amendment request (September 21, 2015)
Exhibit B-- Minutes of August 26, 2015 Planning Commission meeting
Exhibit C-- IHC Annexation Agreement (not exhibits) (January 23, 2007)
Exhibit D-- Second Amended IHC/USSA Subdivision plat (November 25, 2008)
Exhibit E--Findings from the Park City Heights Amended MPD
Exhibit F-- Proposed concept for subdivision of Lot 8
Exhibit G-- Community Transition (CT) Zoning District language from the LMC
Exhibit H-- General Plan sections
Exhibit I – Annexation/MPD area map
Exhibit J– Lot 1 Site Plan of MPD approved Hospital/Support Medical Office Uses
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EXHIBIT A

PARK CITY MEDICAL CENTER
MEDICAL CAMPUS
MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT CHANGES
PARK CITY PLANNING COMMISSION
AFTER FIRST PRE-MPD HEARING
SEPTEMBER 21, 2015
Background
The Park City Planning Commission approved an MPD amendment for the Park City
Medical Center on October 8, 2014. This MPD amendment was made to facilitate the
building of the Medical Support Building attached to the hospital. One of the conditions
of approval was for Intermountain Healthcare to return to the Planning Commission
within 6 months with a revised affordable housing phasing plan to address options for the
location of the remaining approximately 23.3 affordable housing units associated with the
MPD.
This MPD amendment will address the affordable housing phasing plan, as well as other
issues; lot subdivision, density, and conditions of approval from October 8th.
The Park City Planning Commission on August 26th held a public meeting and approved
part of the pre-MPD application.
Affordable Housing
Intermountain Healthcare is working with Peace House to develop a new shelter.
Intermountain is providing the location for the shelter on part of lot 8 of the subdivision
at a cost of $1 per year. Peace House is planning to build a facility with transitional
housing, shelter housing and support services. The total project would be about 25,000
square feet. Part of the funding for the Peace House project is coming from Summit
County to fulfill other affordable housing requirements. Peace House’s agreement with
Summit County requires them to start construction by March 1, 2017.
Since Peace House is proposed as an affordable housing project, the density needed for
Peace House should be granted as additional density above the already approved density
granted to Intermountain Healthcare in the annexation agreement, and in addition to the
permitted density in the CT zone.
The remainder of transitional housing, the shelter housing, and employee housing
components of the Peace House project would qualify as affordable housing for
Intermountain Healthcare future phases on the Medical Campus. It is estimated that the
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Intermountain portion of the transitional housing is 2 affordable housing units, the shelter
housing is 8.75 affordable housing units, and the employee housing is 1 affordable
housing unit. So Peace House would meet all of Intermountain’s affordable housing for
the next phase of campus development (9.5 affordable housing units), currently planned
for 2019 to 2025, and part of the full build out phase as well.
The remaining affordable housing obligation of 11.3 affordable housing units is tied to
the full build out phase of the campus development after 2025. Intermountain’s plan for
any remaining affordable housing AUEs would be to have these units developed offcampus. One option under consideration is to participate with Park City Municipal
Corporation if the city develops a shared equity program or other affordable housing
assistance program for employees. The other option would be to participate with a
private housing development off campus.
The Planning Commission approved this request that the Peace House project on Lot 8
is fulfillment of the affordable housing requirement for the next phase of development.
Intermountain is offering to Peace House 3.6 acres of buildable land on the eastern
portion of lot 8, immediately north of the Summit County Public Health Building.
Therefore, lot 8 will need to be subdivided so that the remainder of lot 8 (the wetlands
and the portion of the lot west of the trail become a new lot 12) can be retained by
Intermountain Healthcare. Intermountain Healthcare is not requesting that any of the
additional density under consideration in this application be considered for the new Lot
12. From a practical standpoint, the wetlands west of the trail would need to be mitigated
with the Corps of Engineers before that part of the proposed lot could be considered for
development. Intermountain is not pursuing such mitigation.
The attached exhibit from Great Basin Engineering shows the current Lot 8 with the
proposed new lots described as parcels. Parcel 1 on the exhibit is the land that would be
named Lot 8 and used by Peace Lot. Parcel 2 on the exhibit is the new lot, to be named
Lot 12 and retained by Intermountain Healthcare.
Intermountain is requesting approval of subdividing lot 8 into an eastern portion to be
ground leased to Peace House, and a western portion to be retained by Intermountain.
Density
The current approved density for Intermountain Healthcare is 330 units. This represents
2.64 units per acre of density. This is the total amount approved in the annexation
agreement. The CT zone has a maximum density bonus of 3 to 1, if all the conditions of
the CT zone are met.
Intermountain is requesting approval of 50 additional units of density for the campus.
This would bring Intermountain to the maximum density bonus of 3 to 1.
x

These units would be medical support (ie. 50,000 square feet). These units
would permit additional physicians to locate their offices on the campus after
the North Building is filled. The North Building is anticipated to be filled
around 2020.
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x

These units would be built on Lot 1 or Lot 6 based on the future needs of the
physicians wishing to move to Park City.

October 8th, 2014 Conditions of Approval
In the published conditions of approval there were a few items that Intermountain
Healthcare feels were inaccurate and would like the Planning Commission to correct as
part of this application.
Condition #16 – This condition states that staff and the applicant shall verify that all
items agreed to by the applicant listed in Findings of Fact #21, as mitigation for the loss
of the use of a planned ball field have been completed.
During the hearing, staff acknowledged that Intermountain had completed all the items.
This condition was part of the original staff report and not corrected in the final report.
Condition #17 – This condition states that the applicant shall conduct and present to the
Planning Commission, a parking study of the Medical Center site.
During the hearing, the Planning Commission stated that such a parking study was not
needed. This condition was part of the original staff report and not corrected in the final
report.
The Planning Commission approved changing condition 16 and condition 17 as
discussed during the meeting on August 26th.
Condition #18 – This condition states that a development agreement specifically for the
IHC Master Planned Development, as amended, shall be ratified by the Planning
Commission prior to the issuance of a building permit for the next phase of development.
Intermountain requests that the proposed Development Agreement also cover the items
raised by this MPD amendment request, so there is one document for both the city and
Intermountain to manage going forward.
Additional Request
On June 17th, representatives of Intermountain Healthcare met with Park City Planning
Department Staff and representatives of the Park City Fire District. The Fire District has
been interested in locating a fire station in the Quinn’s Junction area. The Fire District
has been discussing the potential of using part of Lot 4 (city owned) as the site of the new
fire station.
Intermountain Healthcare supports the Fire District’s proposal to place a fire station on
the campus. It is clearly a public and civic use contemplated by the CT Zone and is the
consistent with the intents of the existing MPD. Since this is a public and civic use,
Intermountain believes the Planning Commission should not count the building for
purposes of density on the campus.
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The Fire District’s proposed location on the south end of Lot 4 clusters the public use
buildings on the campus and preserves the rest of the Lot 4 as open space adjacent to
Intermountain’s open space on Lot 1 next to Highway 40.
The Planning Commission approved the concept of the fire station on the campus, and
that the fire station would be considered a community benefit.
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EXHIBIT B
Planning Commission Meeting
August 26, 2015
Page 11
1.

900 Round Valley Drive – Pre-Master Planned Development review for an
amendment to the IHC Master Planned Development (Application PL-1502695)

Commissioner Worel disclosed that her office is located on the IHC Campus; however, that
would not affect her ability to discuss and vote on this item.
Planner Whetstone reviewed the request for an amendment to the Intermountain
Healthcare MPD. This was a MPD pre-application, which IHC is required to present to the
Planning Commission and the public prior to submitting a formal Master Planned
Development amendment application. Planner Whetstone explained that the Code tasks
the Staff and the Planning Commission with finding that the requested concept is generally
consistent with the zone, the existing Master Plan and Development Agreement, and with
the General Plan. She noted that the IHC Campus is located in the Commercial Transition
(CT) Zone. Planner Whetstone remarked that this pre-application request was being
reviewed under the newly adopted General Plan. The Staff had conducted an analysis for
compliance with the General Plan.
Planner Whetstone noted that the Staff report outlined five amendments; two of which the
Staff was requesting to be continued. The three items for consideration this evening were
1) the Affordable Housing Plan and the question of locating the Peace House on Lot 8; 2)
The subdivision of Lot 8 in to two lots; and 4) Administrative adjustments to conditions and
the Development Agreement. The Staff report contained background information on the
action the Housing Authority took in terms of the Peace House and how it could satisfy a
portion of the remaining affordable housing obligation. Planner Whetstone commented on
the request to subdivide Lot 8, which is where the Peace House is proposed to be located.
It is a large lot and the request is to subdivide Lot 8 into one smaller parcel and one larger
parcel; and to provide a lease on the smaller portion for the Peace House. The last item
for discussion this evening related to the previous Master Planned Development approval
amendment and the Conditional Use Permit that the Planning Commission recently
approved. She noted that currently there is only an Annexation Agreement and they would
like to turn that into a Development Agreement in order to address all of the issues on the
campus.
Planner Whetstone stated that the Staff was requesting continuance on Item 3) a request
for an additional 50,000 square feet of density for the Park City Medical Center for support
medical uses; and 5) the appropriateness of a Park City Fire District station within the
MPD. The Staff needed additional time to research these items and would bring them
th
back to the Planning Commission on September 9 with Findings.
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Planning Commission Meeting
August 26, 2015
Page 12
The Staff recommended that the Planning Commission conduct a public hearing on Items
1, 3 and 4 and discuss these items to determine whether or not there is consistency with
the General Plan.
Morgan Bush, representing IHC, referred to page 101of the Staff report regarding the
Affordable Housing component. He stated that during a meeting last Fall the Planning
Commission requested that IHC do more due diligence and talk about affordable housing
for future phases of expansion on the hospital campus. Mr. Bush reported that since that
meeting they have been working with Peace House to consider locating Peace House on a
portion of the hospital campus. IHC has signed a lease with Peace House for Lot 8. It is a
40 year ground lease with a ten year extension for $1 a year. He explained that the intent
is to use 3.6 acres of Lot 8 on Round Valley Drive, the back loop road that is the fire road
that should not be used by the public. They would like to eventually subdivide that portion
and retain it as part of IHC property.
Mr. Bush stated that IHC went to the Park City Housing Authority to get questions clarified
as to how much affordable housing credit IHC could get for the Peace House. He
understood that because Peace House received $980,000 funding from the County as part
of the Tanger Outlet Mall, that portion of the project could not be used by IHC for
affordable housing because it was already satisfying another affordable housing obligation.
Mr. Bush stated that for the remainder of the project the Housing Authority determined that
there were 12.5 affordable housing units that would be available for IHC to use as part of
their additional affordable housing. Mr. Bush proposed that those 12.5 units be considered
as the next phase of their Affordable Housing; and that it be the only affordable housing
placed on this campus. He emphasized that IHC would not want to provide additional
residential units on-site because it is not consistent with how the campus works.
Mr. Bush stated that the 12.5 units would meet all of the projected need. As the hospital
plans for future expansion in the next three to ten years, they have identified up to 90,000
square feet of additional hospital expansion, and that density already exists under the
annexation agreement. However, the affordable housing needs to be provided before IHC
can proceed with that expansion. Mr. Bush remarked that IHC was proposing that Peace
House be allowed to proceed and be the affordable housing component of the plan for
Phase 2 of the hospital expansion projects. In terms of the remaining affordable
obligations that would be required for full buildout after 2025, IHC has been talking with the
City Sustainability Department regarding the possibility of either participating in an
employee support program for affordable housing, or they would have to purchase units in
another housing project to satisfy those requirements. Therefore, the intent would be that
the remaining 10.8 units of affordable housing associated with the full buildout phase would
be provided off campus. Mr. Bush remarked that this was the affordable housing concept
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Planning Commission Meeting
August 26, 2015
Page 13
they were proposing in fulfillment of the request by the Planning Commission last fall.
Doug Clyde, representing Peace House, stated that he has been involved in developing
the site plan for Peace House. He remarked that it has been a long and cooperative
relationship with IHC that meets the needs of the future of the Peace House. Mr. Clyde
explained that the mission of the Peace House was changing going forward. Peace house
is currently a small 3,000 square foot facility at an undisclosed location. It has been there
over 20 years and it works well for the current need of interrupting violence. Mr. Clyde
stated that the future of organizations like the Peace House is to provide a more complete
facility. The Peace House plan for the IHC campus is to provide a facility that provides not
only a short-term interruption of violence, but to also provide a platform for a transition back
to normal life. Mr. Clyde stated that in addition to the current short-term component where
people stay two weeks to two months, there would also be a larger component of
transitional housing in which they would stay one to two years. Transitional housing and
the associated support elements do more than just interdict immediate violence. It enables
people to put their lives back together.
Mr. Clyde stated that under the proposed plan the emergency shelter portion would move
out and expand, there would be twelve units of transitional housing, and a larger amount of
support, which includes child care, counseling, recreation facilities, staff for the Peace
House, as well as other uses. Mr. Clyde pointed out that it would be a different Peace
House in a 40,000 square foot facility.
Mr. Clyde provided a handout outlining the Mission of Peace House, as well as the
Overview of the Peace House Community Campus. The back page of the handout
contained a site plan for the Peace House. Mr. Clyde explained the process up to this
point. They were now selecting a final architect and getting ready to do hard architecture.
They would be coming back to the Planning Commission with a conditional use permit
application.
Mr. Clyde reviewed the site plan and noted that the space on Lot 8 would give Peace
House a public face. People from the street can learn about who they are and it will be a
place where their Boards could meet. It will be a place to educate the public as well as
protect and transition the victims. Mr. Clyde stated that being in a location with public
access is important, but it is also important to be in a location with safe surroundings. He
noted that a potential fire station is under consideration, which would be another benefit in
terms of safety and security.
Mr. Bush commented on the three conditions from the last MPD meeting. He noted that
Condition #16 states that, “The Staff and the applicant shall verify that all items relating to
the planned ballfield mitigation had been completed”. Mr. Bush stated that it was noted
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Planning Commission Meeting
August 26, 2015
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during the meeting that it had been completed; however, the Condition did not match what
was discussed in the hearing. He requested that it be corrected for the record.
Mr. Bush noted that Condition #17 states, “The applicant shall conduct and present a
parking study one year after occupancy of the north building”. He recalled that it was
recommended by Staff, but based on their discussion he understood that instead of doing
the parking study now, it should be done in conjunction with the next hospital expansion.
Mr. Bush requested that it be corrected for the record.
Mr. Bush stated that Condition #18 relates to a Development Agreement. IHC supports
having a Development Agreement that incorporates the Annexation Agreement, the MPD
and the two amendments so everything is in one document. It would make it easier for IHC
and the Staff to monitor to make sure they were fulfilling all the obligations that were
agreed to.
Mr. Bush summarized that the items for discussion this evening were the Peace House,
Affordable Housing and the corrections to the Conditions of Approval from October 2014.
Commissioner Worel stated that in looking at the proposed site plan the campus appeared
to be fenced. Mr. Clyde replied that there would be multiple layers of security but there
would be no perimeter fencing.
Commissioner Joyce wanted to know what would happen with the building if for any reason
the Peace House might go away in the future. Mr. Clyde stated that if Peace House were
to fail the facility would default to the landlord, and they would be responsible to continue
using it to fulfill their affordable housing obligation.
Commissioner Joyce questioned why Peace House had chosen this location for transitional
housing when there were no support services in the area other than medical. Mr. Clyde
stated that it was a complicated issue. They want a public face but it still needs to be
sequestered from the general public. It would be impractical to implement the type of
security that Peace House needs inside an urban environment. Transitional housing is a
secure site and no outside visitors are allowed, except under special circumstances. In
many respects they have to blend the need for different levels of security with how to
interface with the public.
Chair Strachan understood that 40,000 square feet was the intended structure. He asked
for the number of total AUs. Mr. Clyde replied that without having a hard number on the
square footage he estimated approximately 20 AUs. There would be 12 transitional studio
units with lockout bedrooms, which would be slightly over 1 UE; and eight emergency
shelter units with lockouts as well. However, the emergency shelter units would not have
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cooking facilities. Chair Strachan clarified that 12 units would go to the Hospital and 8 units
would go to Summit County for a total of 20 AUs. Mr. Clyde answered yes.
Commissioner Joyce noted that the Hospital has been operational for quite a while and the
second phase was fast approaching; however, they have not built any of the 28 affordable
housing units that IHC was putting in Park City Heights to fulfill their obligation. He
understood that part of the delay was tied to delays in Park City Heights. Commissioner
Joyce remarked that a few months ago he heard that some of the Park City Heights units
were starting to be sold, and that the affordable housing units would be sold over the next
five to ten years. Commissioner Joyce found it unacceptable to have a hospital project
with an affordable housing commitment that goes from being built and open for years to
being expanded without seeing one unit of affordable housing. The Peace House would
be the first affordable component primarily because Peace House has a deadline to meet.
Commissioner Joyce understood that the City was doing a lot of work with Affordable
Housing, but he was frustrated with the process. Another example was the obligation for
worker housing for PCMR that was never built. Commissioner Joyce suggested that the
City should begin to require that the affordable housing be built and occupied before a
certificate of occupancy is issued for the remainder of the project.
Mr. Bush recalled that Commissioner Joyce had made this same comment at the October
meeting. He understood that moving forward IHC needs to have the affordable housing
projects or programs in place before they bring plans for any future hospital expansion.
Mr. Bush stated that IHC was committed to working with partners in the community to meet
their affordable housing obligation.
Commissioner Joyce appreciated that Mr. Bush understood his concern. He emphasized
that the problem was not just with the Hospital, and that it was important to establish a
policy that would apply to every project with an affordable housing obligation.
Mr. Erickson reported that he and Planner Whetstone were already looking into the delays
at Park City Heights. He asked Mr. Bush to explain IHC’s agreement with Park City
Heights on building the first set of affordable units. Mr. Morgan stated that it goes back to
the Annexation Agreement and the agreement that was struck as part of the Annexation.
He explained that the IHC Board has said that Intermountain Health Care is not in the
housing business and they should partner with other entities to build the affordable housing
units. Mr. Bush stated that Burbidge and Ivory Development took the responsibility for the
required 44.78 affordable units as part of the Annexation and Sales Agreement for the
land. Therefore, IHC has not been involved in the actual Park City Heights projects. He
noted that Burbidge had to put up a bond as part of the Park City Heights project, and Lot 4
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of the IHC campus was deeded to the City as part of the affordable housing contribution.
That was the extent of what IHC was obligated to do under the Annexation.
Mr. Erickson stated that building the affordable housing required of this project was critical
and it would be resolved before the City allows the next phase of this pre-master plan. He
offered to come back with more specific information for the Planning Commission at the
next meeting. In addition, the Commissioners were welcome to visit the Planning
Department to discuss the matter. Mr. Erickson agreed with Commissioner Joyce’s
suggestion to amend the LMC to build the affordable housing units early in the project; and
he was willing to have that discussion.
Planner Whetstone noted that the Annexation Agreement was included in the Staff report,
and pages 130 and 131contained a section on affordable housing. Planner Whetstone
reported that she was currently working with Rhoda Stauffer, the City Affordable Housing
Specialist, on a training program for the Planning Commission regarding the affordable
housing resolutions and the program itself. She thought it would be helpful for the
Planning Commission to understand the resolutions and all the amendments, and they
would schedule that training as soon as possible. Chair Strachan thought it would be
helpful if Ms. Stauffer could attend the next scheduled meeting with IHC.
Chair Strachan referred to Ms. Stauffer’s report in the Staff report, and noted that the City
Council, as the Housing Authority, was asked whether they supported granting the
exemption of density for the Summit County units with the understanding that any future
density granted would be reduced by those units. He wanted to know how the Housing
Authority had responded. Planner Whetstone replied that the Housing Authority agreed
that if IHC is successful in gaining density, the County units should be taken from that
density. However, it was only their recommendation and the Planning Commission would
make the final decision.
Mr. Clyde pointed out that money from Summit County was building some of the density.
In looking at the global picture, he thought the City might want to take a more generous
view on that issue. The County is spending money to put affordable housing in the City
that would service the City and the County. He suggested that it may be unreasonable to
tell the County that they need to spend money to buy units to transfer in to cover the
affordable housing units the County was building for the City’s benefit. He thought there
might be a more cooperative way to handle the issue.
Mr. Erickson bifurcated the Lot 8 and Peace House issues this evening. The remaining
items would be continued to a future meeting.
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Chair Strachan thought the Lot 8 subdivision was tied to the Summit County units and the
two could not be separated. Mr. Clyde stated that based on the nature of the lease, Peace
House is not dependent on the subdivision of Lot 8. If the subdivision is not approved,
Peace House has the entire lot. Mr. Bush remarked that the only entitlement that Peace
House is required to get for the lease is the MPD amendment making it a permitted use for
affordable housing, and approval of the CUP. Mr. Bush explained that IHC would like to
subdivide Lot 8, but it would not affect the lease with Peace House.
Chair Strachan agreed with Mr. Clyde that the City needs to give a little as well. He was
concerned about double-dipping where IHC would benefit from both the County and the
City’s affordable housing obligations. Chair Strachan was uncomfortable with the language
in the Staff report stating, “Through agreements with other entities and transfer of
development on certain parcels, the housing obligation was reduced by 22.37 AUEs.” He
thought it emphasized Commissioner Joyce’s point about building the affordable units.
Chair Strachan understood the give and take between the City and County, but at the
same time IHC needed to understand that the Planning Commission expected to see built
units. They cannot keep shifting things around and transferring parcels. Chair Strachan
anticipated a problem with the subdivision because it could increase the density.
Mr. Bush clarified that the purpose of the subdivision was to enable them to keep the
required 80% open space on site. It was not planned for development. Planner
Whetstone pointed out that the parcel was mostly wetlands. Mr. Bush reminded the
Commissioners that the density on Lot 8 was transferred last Fall; therefore, there is no
density on Lot 8. The request for additional density for support medical was an item for a
future conversation. Chair Strachan believed the two were intertwined. By giving the
Peace House a generous lease of $1 per year, he assumed that IHC would need to recoup
the money somehow by finding additional square footage on a different piece of the
campus.
Chair Strachan pointed out that this was a pre-MPD and there would be time to have the
necessary in-depth discussions. At this point he could not find anything that would deny
their request, but there was still a lot of work to resolve the issues.
Commissioner Thimm referred to a number of places in the report indicating that the Staff
was seeking commentary. Mr. Erickson stated that if the Commissioners provided
commentary this evening it should focus on Lot 8 and Peace House. He was also
interested in hearing their comments regarding affordable housing. Planner Whetstone
provided some background on deferments and transfers related to the affordable housing
obligation.
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Commissioner Band asked Planner Whetstone to walk through the site plan to orient the
Commissioners to the entire site and the lots. Planner Whetstone did not have a site plan
available, but she reviewed the plat and identified the specific lots and general layout of the
site.
Per the questions on page 102 of the Staff reports, Chair Strachan asked if anyone had
concerns regarding the location of the Peace House. The Commissioners had no issues.
Chair Strachan asked if the Commissioners thought the Peace House was consistent with
the General Plan. Commissioner Thimm supported the use. The Commissioners had no
issues. Based on previous comments, Chair Strachan tabled the questions regarding the
subdivision of Lot 8 to another meeting. The Commissioners concurred.
th
Chair Strachan reviewed the Conditions of Approval of the October 8 , 2014 approval.
Condition #16 addressed the mitigation for the loss of use of the planned ballfield. The
Staff report indicated that the Condition was a carryover from the MPD and that the
applicant had satisfied the Condition as stated in Finding of Fact #21. The Commissioners
were comfortable with the Staff’s response.

Condition #17 related to the parking study. Commissioner Joyce recalled a lengthy
discussion regarding the parking study. The question at that time was whether the
applicant should come back in one year with a traffic study. During that discussion the
Planning Commission determined that nothing would change in a year and a study would
be pointless. He recalled that the Planning Commission decided not to require a parking
study until IHC comes back with a relevant proposal to expand the hospital. IHC would be
required to submit a parking study as part of the application for the next expansion. The
Commissioners had the same recollection.
Mr. Erickson thought they should include a time threshold when they write the Master
Planned Development Agreement and incorporate the Annexation. Mr. Bush suggested
that they tie the parking study to the next Hospital CUP. Commissioner Joyce favored that
approach because it was more in line with their previous decision. The Commissioners
concurred.
Chair Strachan noted that Condition #18 was a Development Agreement question with
affordable housing obligations. He suggested that they table the discussion until they have
the affordable housing discussion at the next meeting. Mr. Bush was not opposed to
tabling the discussion. He remarked that the intent is to have a Development Agreement at
the conclusion of this MPD amendment process. He thought it was better to wait until they
could have a more detailed discussion and talk about all the potential elements of
amending the MPD.
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Chair Strachan asked the Commissioners for their thoughts on the question about locating
a Park City District fire station within the IHC MPD. Commissioner Band stated that she
has been talking to Paul about this for over a year. As a real estate agent she was trying to
help him find a parcel because the District is in desperate need of a fire station. They need
a lot of space, but they also need to be close to roads and intersections. The Fire District
found space on City property but she believed they would rather deal with a private entity if
possible. Commissioner Band personally did not think the fire station should be counted
as density because it is a public service.
Commissioner Thimm agreed that essential public services should be located when and
where they are needed. He noted that part of the question is whether or not the CT zone
allows for a fire station use. His reading of the zone is that it allows public and quasipublic, civic and municipal uses; and he believed that a fire station would fall somewhere
within that category. Commissioner Thimm stated that it would be a conditional use that
would come before the Planning Commission and he would support it. Commissioner
Thimm did not think the area of the fire station should detract from the allowed density that
was approved.
Mr. Erickson believed the density issue required cross discussion with other City
departments and the people who crafted the density equation. The Staff would bring this
back to the Planning Commission for further discussion. Commissioner Band wanted to
know why the Annexation Agreement had a different density number than the MPD. Mr.
Erickson stated that he and the Staff were looking into why that happened. He did not
have an answer this evening, but he hoped to be able to answer that question at a later
date. Another question he would like to be able to answer is how many unit equivalents
are in the Quinn’s Junction area total, and how many have been used up by the hospital in
this particular development. Mr. Erickson remarked that the Staff would research the
background on the UEs and report back to the Planning Commission.
Chair Strachan opened the public hearing.
There were no comments.
Chair Strachan closed the public hearing.
The Commissioners were prepared to make a motion but needed guidance on how to
phrase it.
Based on their discussion, Mr. Erickson suggested that the Planning Commission motion
should be to find that the Pre-MPD application was consistent with the General Plan and
Zoning for the location and use of the Peace House on Lot 8; Administrative adjustments to
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Conditions #16 and #17 in the Development Agreement, but not Condition #18; and for a
Park City fire station generally within the MPD as discussed this evening.
MOTION: Commissioner Joyce made the motion as phrased by the Interim Planning
Director Bruce Erickson, to find that the Pre-MPD application was consistent with the
General Plan and Zoning for the location and use of the Peace House on Lot 8;
Administrative adjustments to Conditions #16 and #17 in the Development Agreement,
but not Condition #18; and for a Park City fire station generally within the MPD as
discussed this evening. Commissioner Band seconded the motion.
VOTE: The motion passed unanimously.
Findings of Fact – Items 1, 2 and 4
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

On February 18, 2015, the City received a completed application for a preApplication for a Master Planned Development amendment located at 750 Round
Valley Drive.
The proposed MPD Amendment includes the following main items:
•
Fulfillment and phasing of the IHC MPD Affordable Housing Obligation
•
Subdivision of Lot 8 into two lots
•
Additional 50 units of density to bring total density to 3 units/acre from the
existing density of 2.64 units/acre (continue to Sept 9)
•
Corrections to conditions of the October 8, 2014 approvals (MPD
Amendment)
•
Amendment to the Development Agreement
•
Consideration of inclusion of a Fire Station within the MPD (Continue to
September 9)
A full MPD application, and a Conditional Use Permit for construction of the Peace
House, will be required to include a site plan, landscaping plan, a phasing plan,
utility and grading plans, traffic and parking study updates, open space calculations,
architectural elevations, view shed studies, sensitive lands analysis, affordable
housing mitigation plan, soils/mine hazard studies as applicable, density analysis,
and other MPD requirements as outlined in LMC Chapter 6, including any additional
items requested by the Planning Commission at the pre- MPD meeting.
The property is zoned Community Transition (CT).
There is no minimum lot size in the CT zone.
The base density in the CT Zone is 1 unit per 20 acres. Maximum density allowed in
the Community Transition (CT) Zoning District for non-residential projects is 3 units
per acre provided that all Density bonus requirements set forth in LMC Section 15-
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7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

2.23A are met and the additional standards are incorporated into the amended
Master Planned Development.
The MPD Amendment includes a proposal to locate the Peace house, with
transitional housing, shelter housing and support services, to the eastern 3.6 acres
of Lot 8 to satisfy 12.5 AUEs of remaining 23.32 AUEs of housing obligation (not
including any additional requirements associated with any approved additional
density). IHC offers the lot for Peace House use at a nominal cost of $1 per year as
a “ground” lease.
The above affordable housing strategy for the Peace House was approved by the
Park City Housing Authority on June 4, 2015.
Access to the property is from Round Valley Drive, a public street.
The property is subject to the IHC/USSA/Burbidge Annexation plat and Annexation
Agreement recorded at Summit County on January 23, 2007.
On May 23, 2007, the Planning Commission approved a Master Planned
Development for the IHC aka Park City Medical Center as well as a Conditional Use
Permit for Phase One. Phase One included a 122,000 square foot hospital building
(with an additional 13,000 square feet of constructed, unfinished shell space) with
50,000 square feet of medical offices. Two separate medical support buildings were
proposed in the initial phase of development, including the Physician’s Holding
building on Lot 7 and the People’s Health Center/ Summit County Health offices
building on Lot 10 (25,000 sf each).
On November 25, 2008, a final subdivision plat known as the Subdivision Plat
(Amended) for the Intermountain Healthcare Park City Medical Campus/USSA
Headquarters and Training Facility was approved and recorded at Summit County
On October 8, 2014 the Planning Commission approved MPD amendments for
Phase 2 construction. These MPD Amendments transferred 50,000 sf of support
medical clinic uses to Lot 1 from Lots 6 and 8 (25,000 sf each).
A requirement for any Master Planned Development (MPD) (or amendment to an
MPD) is a pre-application public meeting and determination of compliance with the
Park City General Plan and the purpose and uses of the zoning district (CT) in this
case.
The CT zone per LMC Section 15-2.23-2 allows for a variety of uses including
conservation and agriculture activities; different types of housing and alternative
living situations and quarters; trails and trailhead improvements; recreation and
outdoor related uses; public, quasi public, civic, municipal and institutional uses;
hospital and other health related services; athlete training, testing, and related
programs; group care facilities, ancillary support commercial uses; transit facilities
and park and ride lots; small wind energy systems; etc.
It was determined at the time of the annexation and approval of the MPD that the
Intermountain Healthcare Hospital (aka Park City Medical Center) and associated
support medical offices are consistent with the purpose and uses of the zone.
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17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

24.

25.

26.

The proposed Peace House use is consistent with existing uses and is consistent
with the CT Zone and Goals of the General Plan for the Quinn’s Junction
Neighborhood.
The Land Management Code (LMC 15-6-4(B)) describes the pre- Application
process for MPDs and MPD amendments.
The purpose of the pre-application public meeting is to have the applicant present
preliminary concepts and give the public an opportunity to respond to those
concepts prior to submittal of the MPD amendment application.
IHC is located in the Quinn’s Junction neighborhood, as described in the new Park
City General Plan.
The Joint Planning Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area recommend
development patterns of clustered development balanced with preservation of open
space. Public preserved open space and recreation is the predominant existing land
use. Clustered development should be designed to enhance public access through
interconnection of trails, preserve public use and enjoyment of these areas, and
continue to advance these goals along with the preservation of identified view sheds
and passive open space areas. New development should be set back in compliance
with the Entry Corridor Protection Overlay. Sensitive Lands should be considered in
design and protected. Uses contemplated for this neighborhood include institutional
development limited to hospital, educational facilities, recreation, sports training,
arts, cultural heritage, etc.
The proposed MPD amendments are consistent with the intent of the Joint Planning
Principles for the Quinn’s Junction area.
Amendments to the IHC MPD are a compatible use in this neighborhood.
Development is setback from the Entry Corridor to preserve the open view from SR
248. Sensitive wetland areas should be protected and taken into consideration in
design of driveways, parking lots, and buildings, as well as protected from impacts
of proposed uses.
Small Town Goals of the General Plan include protection of undeveloped land;
discourage sprawl, and direct growth inward to strengthen existing neighborhoods.
Alternative modes of transportation are encouraged and the MPD/CUP for the
Peace House will need to describe alternative transportation related to the Peace
House operations and residents.
Quinn’s Junction is identified as a Development Node. The proposed MPD
amendments include uses to provide a public location for the Peace House and
support the existing IHC uses and mission. The housing proposed is short term
transitional housing and emergency shelter housing in support of the Peace House
mission.
There is existing City bus service to the area on an as needed basis and additional
uses will help to validate additional services. Studies of transit and transportation in
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27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.

33.

34.

35.
36.
37.
38.

the Quinn’s area will be important in evaluating the merits of the MPD amendments
and considerations for permanent bus routes in the area.
The IHC and proposed Peace House Lot 8 are located on the City’s trail system and
adjacent to Round Valley open space and medical services.
Natural Setting Goals of the General Plan include conserve a healthy network of
open space for continued access to and respect for the natural setting. Goals also
include energy efficiency and conservation of natural resources.
With the proposed changes the MPD would require a minimum of 80% open space,
excluding all hard surface areas, parking, driveways, and buildings.
The proposed MPD amendments include relocating the existing Peace House to a
location where the mission can be expanded and enhanced.
Green building requirements are part of the existing Annexation Agreement and
would continue to apply to the Peace House facility.
Sense of Community Goals of the General Plan include creation of diversity of
housing, including affordable housing; provision of parks and recreation
opportunities; and provision of world class recreation and infrastructure to host local,
regional, national, and international events while maintaining a balance with the
sense of community.
A primary reason for the proposed MPD amendments is to provide improvements
and enhancements to allow the Peace House to relocate to a public location to
continue to be successful and to carry out their mission. The proposed transitional
housing will complement the shelter.
On April 8, 2015, the Planning Commission opened a public hearing and continued
the item to a date uncertain to allow City Staff to work out issues related to the
affordable housing obligation. No public input was provided at the meeting.
On August 12, 2015 the property was re-posted and letters were mailed to
neighboring property owners per requirements of the Land Management Code.
On August 8, 2015 a legal notice of the public hearing was published in the Park
Record and placed on the Utah public meeting website.
On August 26, 2015, the Planning Commission conducted a public hearing and
discussed the pre-MPD for the IHC MPD amendment.
At the pre-Application public meeting, the Applicant presented the preliminary
concepts for the proposed Master Planned Development. This preliminary review
focused on identifying issues of compliance with the General Plan and zoning
compliance for the proposed MPD.

Conclusions of Law – Items 1, 2 and 4
1.

The proposed MPD Amendments to the Intermountain Healthcare Hospital MPD
initially comply with the intent of the Park City General Plan and general purposes of
the Community Transition (CT) zone.
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

A full MPD application is required to be submitted and reviewed by City Staff with a
recommendation provided to the Planning Commission prior to issuance of any
building permits for construction related to these amendments.
The full MPD application will include typical MPD studies such as an updated
traffic/intersection study, updated utility capacity study (including water, sewer,
gas/electric, communications, etc.), a revised phasing plan, an affordable housing
plan for remaining and new obligation, reports on any additional mine hazard or
soils issues for revised building footprints, open space calculations, updated
sensitive lands and wildlife reports, Frontage Protection Zone setback exhibit,
parking analysis, and public benefits analysis.
A Conditional Use Permit application for construction of any phase of development
within the MPD will be required prior to issuance of a building permit.
Typical CUP requirements include site plan, landscaping plan, phasing of
construction, utility and grading plans, storm water plans, parking and circulation
plans, open space calculations, architectural elevations and visual studies, materials
and colors, specific geotechnical studies, etc.).
The MPD will be reviewed for compliance with the MPD requirements as outlined in
LMC Chapter 6, the Annexation Agreement, the CT zone requirements, as well as
any additional items requested by the Planning Commission at the pre-MPD
meeting.
Finding a Pre-MPD application consistent with the General Plan and general
purposes of the zone, does not indicate approval of the full MPD or subsequent
Conditional Use Permits.
These findings are made prior to the Applicant filing a formal MPD Application.

The Park City Planning Commission Meeting adjourned at 7:10 p.m.

Approved by Planning Commission: ___________________________________________
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(Amended April 23, 2014)
November 18, 2013
Brad Mackay
Ivory Development
978 Woodoak Lane
Salt Lake City, UT 84117
NOTICE OF PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION
Project Description:
Project Numbers:
Project Address:
Date of Final Action:

Park City Heights MPD amendment and preliminary plat
revision
PL-13-02009
Richardson Flat Road
November 6, 2013

Action Taken
The Planning Commission conducted a public hearing and approved the Park City
Heights MPD amendment and revisions to the preliminary plat. Approval was granted in
accordance with the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Conditions of Approval
as follows:
Findings of Fact
1. The Park City Heights MPD includes the following:
a. 160 market rate units distributed in a mix of: cottage units on smaller lots (lots are
approximately 6,000 to 8,600 sf in size); single-family detached units on approximately 8,000 sf
to 27,000 sf lots; and single family detached on two upper lots which are approximately 44,000
and 48,000 sf each. The approximate distribution of types of product is identified in the Design
Guidelines.
b. 28 deed restricted townhouse units (44.78 affordable unit equivalents or AUE). These
28 units meet the required IHC affordable units under their affordable housing obligation and are
configured as seven four-plexes.
c. 16 deed restricted units (32 AUE). These 16 units meet the affordable housing
required by the CT zone (LMC 15-2.23-4(A) (8)) and the Affordable Housing Resolution 17-99.
These units are configured as a mix of single-family detached, cottage homes, and townhouse
units. These units will be configured as Single Family Detached Cottage Homes and dispersed
throughout the cottage homes area.
d. 35 additional non-required deed restricted affordable units in a mix of unit types.
These units will be configured as small lot Single Family Detached Park Homes.
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e. All units (including all deed restricted units) will be constructed to, National Association
of Home Builders National Green Building Standards Silver Certification (or other equivalent
Green Building certification approved by the Planning Director) OR reach LEED for Homes
Silver Rating (minimum 60 points). Green Building Certification or LEED rating criteria to be
used shall be those applicable at the time of the building permit submittal.
In addition to meeting Green Building or LEED for Homes checklists and in order to achieve
water conservation goals, each house must either: 1) achieve at a minimum, the Silver
performance Level points within Chapter 8, Water Efficiency, of the National Association of
Home Builders National Green Building Standards; OR 2) achieve a minimum combined 10
points within the 1) Sustainable Sites (SS2) Landscaping and 2) Water Efficiency (WE)
categories of the LEED for Homes Checklist. Points achieved in these resource conservation
categories will count towards the overall score. Third party inspection will be provided. An
industry standard Third Party inspector shall be mutually agreed upon by the Chief Building
Official and the applicant prior to building permit issuance.
f. A total of 171.5 acres of open space (not including open space within individual lots) is
provided. This is approximately 72% of the entire 239 acres. This total includes the 24 acre
parcel located adjacent to Highway 248 that is deeded to the City for open space.
g. An additional 5 acres of deeded open space is provided on Round Valley Drive
adjacent to US 40 south of the Park City Medical Center. This open space is not included in the
72% figure. This is in exchange for transferring the 28 IHC deed restricted townhouse units to
the PC Heights neighborhood. This parcel is deed restricted per requirements of the
Burbidge/IHC Annexation and Development Agreements.
h. A dedicated 5.70 acres () of public neighborhood parklands with fields, tot lot and playground
equipment, shade structure, paths, natural areas, and other amenities to be designed and
constructed by the developer and maintained by the City. This parkland is included in the open
space calculations. Bathrooms are proposed in the club house with exterior access for the public
park users. Community gardens may be developed by the HOA in close proximity to the
parkland within open space areas adjacent to the small lot Park Homes or the Park Homes.
i. intentionally left blank
j. 3 to 4 miles of soft surface trails within and around the property and an additional mile or so of
hard surfaced sidewalks and paths along the Project’s streets.
k. Trail connections to the Rail Trail and Quinn’s trail, including trail on the north side of
Richardson Flat Road from the 248 underpass to the Rail Trail and trail on the south side of the
Road from the project to the Rail Trail. Trail connections to the south property line for future
connections to the Jordanelle area. Trail easements on north side of Richardson Flat Road from
Rail Trail to the east property line. Trail connections to the Park City and Snyderville Basin back
country trails system. Trails are further described in Finding #11.
l. A Transit bus shelter along Richardson Flat road including “dial-a-ride signs” (City bus service
is expected to be extended to Park City Heights and the Park and Ride).
m. Bike racks at the club house and Public Park.
n. Cross walk across Richardson Flat road at the rail trail.
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o. A 3,000 sf community center/club house shall be constructed by the developer; Exterior
access bathrooms will be available for park users.
p. Water infrastructure improvements that enhance the City’s overall water system and provide
redundancy as required by the Water Agreement executed as part of the Annexation
Agreement. Water shares were dedicated to the City as part of a pre-annexation agreement.
q. Transportation improvements to the Richardson Flat/248 intersection including lane
improvements and installation of a traffic signal to provide intersection safety (controlled left turn)
and putting the Park and Ride facility and Park City Heights on the City bus route. These
transportation improvements meet the requirements in the Annexation Agreement.
r. Following Wildlife recommendations as identified in the Biological Resources Overview
prepared by Logan, Simpson Design, Inc. amended March 17, 2011.
s. Design Guidelines approved as part of this MPD apply to all lots, with the exception of the 2
upper lots proposed to be subject to the CCRs for the Oaks at Deer Valley, or equivalent.
t. No sound barrier walls or structures along US 40 within or related to the MPD.
u. Construction of support commercial such as a daycare facility, café, or other support
commercial/offices would be the responsibility of the owner/developer of said property.
2. The Park City Heights MPD is subject to the Park City Heights Annexation Agreement
approved by the City Council on May 27, 2010. The Annexation Agreement sets forth terms and
conditions of annexation, zoning, affordable housing, land use, density, transportation and
traffic, phasing, trails, fire prevention, road and road design, utilities and water, fiscal impact
analysis, snow removal, fees, and sustainable development requirements for the 239 acre Park
City Heights MPD. The MPD as conditioned is in compliance with the requirements of the
Annexation Agreement.
3. The Park City Heights Annexation Agreement includes a Water Agreement as an integral
component. The Water Agreement sets forth terms and conditions related to water facilities,
restrictions regarding water, and phasing of development as it relates to completion of water
infrastructure. The MPD as conditioned is in compliance with the Water Agreement.
4. On June 17, 2010, the applicants submitted a pre-MPD application based on the annexation
approval and agreement. The Planning Commission reviewed the pre-MPD application at two
(2) meetings (July 14 and August 11, 2010) and found the application to be in initial compliance
with applicable elements of the Park City General Plan.
5. On June 30, 2010, the applicants submitted a complete MPD application.
6. The property was posted and notice was mailed to property owners within 300 feet. Legal
notice was also published in the Park Record as required by the Land Management Code.
7. Public hearings on the MPD were held on October 13th, November 10th, and December 8th,
2010 and on February 9th, February 23rd, March 9th and March 23rd, 2011 and on April 27,
2011.
8. The property is located within the Community Transition (CT) zone. The MPD is in compliance
with all applicable requirements of the CT zone, including density, uses, building setbacks,
building height, parking, open space, affordable housing, and sustainable development
requirements.
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9. Access to the site is from Richardson Flat Road, a public road previously known as Old Dump
Road. No access is proposed to the currently unimproved US 40 frontage road (UDOT) along
the east property line. No roads are provided through the Park City Heights MPD to the Oaks,
Royal Oaks, or any other neighborhood within the Deer Valley MPD, consistent with the
Annexation Agreement.
10. Utilities are available in the area, however extension of utilities or utility upgrades to the
development site are required. A final utility plan will be submitted with the final subdivision plats
to be reviewed by the Interdepartmental and Utility Service providers Development Review
Team. City Staff will provide utility coordination meetings to ensure that utilities are provided in
the most efficient, logical manner and that comply with best practices, including consideration of
aesthetics in the location of above ground utility boxes. Location of utility boxes shall be shown
on the final utility plans. The MPD phasing plan shall be consistent with conditions of the
Annexation Agreement related to provision of public services and facilities.
11. The MPD includes 1) a paved connector trail on the south side of and separated from
Richardson Flat Road, from the project to the Rail Trail, 2) a paved connector trail on the north
side of and separated from Richardson Flat Road, from the SR 248 underpass to the Rail Trail,
3) a trail connection from trails within the project to the south property boundary line, 4) a trail
easement along the north side of and separated from Richardson Flat Road from the Rail Trail
to the east property boundary line, and 5) several miles of paved and soft surfaced trails
throughout the development. All trails will be constructed by the developer consistent with the
Park City Trails Master Plan.
12. The MPD includes a dedicated neighborhood public park to be constructed by the developer
according to the City’s parks plan, and as further directed by the City Council. Bathrooms are
provided at the clubhouse with exterior access for the park users.
13. Parking within the MPD is proposed at two spaces per unit within private garages. Additional
surface parking is provided for guests, the community garden/park areas, and the neighborhood
clubhouse/meeting area. The streets have been designed to allow for parking on one-side per
the City Engineer. Final street design will be determined at the time of the final plat and
additional off-street guest parking areas will be incorporated into the design.
14. The proposed MPD density of 1 unit per acre complies with the density allowed by the CT
zone. (239 units on 239 acres) The net density is 0.82 units per acre (195 units on 239 acres),
excluding the 44 required deed restricted housing units. The density is consistent with the
Annexation Agreement. If the additional 35 deed restricted affordable units are excluded in this
analysis the net density is 0.67 units per acre (160 units on 239 acres).
15. The LMC requires a Sensitive Lands Analysis for all Master Planned Development
applications. The MPD application included a Sensitive Lands Analysis.
16. A portion of property is located within the designated SR 248 Entry Corridor. This area is
identified in the MPD as open space and all required entry corridor setbacks of 200’ are
complied with.
17. The property contains SLO designated steep slopes, ridgelines and wetland areas. These
areas are identified in the MPD as open space areas and all required wetland and stream
setbacks are complied with.
18. A wildlife study was conducted and a report (December 2010) was prepared by Logan
Simpson Design, Inc. A revised report was prepared on March 17, 2011. The wildlife study
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addresses requirements of the Land Management Code and provides recommendation for
mitigation of impacts on wildlife. An updated report was submitted by Logan Simpson Design,
Inc. on July 7, 2011. The purpose of the updated report was to provide additional
recommendations on mitigating impacts of the development on the wildlife in the area; to
validate the observations of the earlier biological reports; to further study and identify wildlife
movement corridors, evidence of species of high public interest such as Elk, Moose, Deer, and
other small mammals; locations of dens or nesting sites; and to identify any areas of high native
species diversity.
19. The site plan complies with the minimum MPD required 25’ setback around the perimeter of
the property. Setbacks range from 25’ to 690’ (greater to the south property line).
20. The locations of the proposed units are consistent with the MPD site planning and Sensitive
Lands Overlay criteria.
21. The property is visible from the designated LMC Vantage point along State Road 248 and a
visual analysis was conducted by the applicant from this Vantage point. Additional visual
analysis was provided from the intersection of Richardson Flat Road and SR 248. Units along
the western perimeter are most visible along the minor ridge from SR 248. Any units along this
perimeter that are over the 28’ height limit as measured in the zone will be required to obtain an
Administrative Conditional Use Permit.
22. Intentionally left blank.
23. Design Guidelines for the Park City Heights MPD address site planning, setbacks, house
sizes, architecture and design, sustainability and best practices, landscaping and water
conservation, and other requirements of the Annexation Agreement.
24. A comprehensive traffic study and analysis of the Property and surrounding properties,
including existing and future traffic and circulation conditions was performed by the Applicant’s
traffic consultant, Hales Engineering, dated June 7, 2007, on file at the Park City Planning
Department. An updated traffic volume and trip generation report was provided by Hales
Engineering on September 27, 2010. An additional traffic update was provided in 2008 by
InterPlan Co at the request of the City Transportation Department. The Hales Engineering study
was utilized during the annexation process in the determination of density and requirements for
traffic and transportation related impact mitigations. The City’s Transportation Department
prepared a Short Range Transit Development Plan to study demand for transit, routes, efficiency
of the transit system, etc. This Transit Plan addresses the timeline for bus service in the Quinn’s
Junction area. The City’s Transportation Master Plan update will include the projected traffic
from Park City Heights MPD in the recommendations for transportation improvements within the
City.
25. Construction traffic is required to be addressed in the Construction Mitigation Plan.
26. A Geotechnical Study for the Park City Heights Development was provided by Gordon,
Spilker Huber Geotechnical Consultants, Inc. (June 9, 2006). Expansive clay soils were
encountered across the site in the upper two and one-half to nine and one-half feet. Shallow
bedrock was found within portions of the site. Special construction methods, removal of these
unsuitable soils, and other mitigations are spelled out in the Study. An additional geotechnical
report was prepared by AGEC dated December 20, 2011 and submitted to the City.
27. A Fire Protection Report (March 2011) identifies potential Wildland urban interface areas
within the MPD. Prior to issuance of building permits the Building Department will review
individual building fire protection plans for compliance with recommendations of the Fire
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Protection Report and applicable building and fire codes. The fire protection component of the
plan shall ensure that Park City’s ISO rating is not negatively affected by development of the
site.
28. Affordable housing obligations of the MPD are consistent with the affordable housing
described by the Park City Heights Annexation Agreement, Housing Resolution 17-99 and as
required by the CT zone. The MPD provides up to an additional 35 deed restricted housing units
over the 28 deed restricted townhouse units (44.78 affordable unit equivalents (AUE) required by
the IHC MPD and the 16 deed restricted units (32 AUE) required by the CT zone for the 160
market rate units). These affordable units are configured as a mix of single-family detached,
cottage units, and attached townhouse units. The additional 35 non-required deed restricted
affordable units are proposed to be configured as the small lot Park homes as part of this MPD
consistent with the needs described in Housing Market Assessment for Park City, dated
September 2010. All units are proposed as for sale units. Defining the configuration of units to
be as follows:
a. 35 Deed restricted units will be configured as Small Lot Single Family Detached Park Homes.
b. 28 Deed restricted townhouse units will be configured as attached Four-plex Park Homes.
c. 16 Deed restricted units will be configured as Single Family Detached Cottage Homes
dispersed throughout the development.
29. No building height exceptions have been requested and all buildings will comply with the
height limitations of the CT zone.
30. Lots have been positioned to minimize visual impacts on adjacent structures. Potential
problems on neighboring properties caused by shadows, loss of solar access, and loss of air
circulation, have been mitigated to the extent possible as further described in the Park City
Heights Design Guidelines.
31. Utilities must be extended to the site to sustain the anticipated uses. Thirty (30’) foot wide
non-exclusive utility easements are generally necessary for long term maintenance and shall be
dedicated on the final subdivision plats. Off-site improvements are necessary to serve the site
with utilities.
32. Off-site trail and intersection improvements may create traffic delays and potential detours,
short term access and private driveway blockage, increased transit time, parking
inconveniences, and other impacts on the adjacent neighborhoods and to the community in
general. Construction Mitigation Plans are required and shall be required to include mitigation for
these issues.
33. A Construction Mitigation Plan (CMP) is necessary to identify impacts and propose
reasonable mitigation of these impacts on the site, neighborhood, and community due to
construction of this project. The CMP shall include information about specific construction
phasing, traffic, parking, service and delivery, stock-piling of materials and staging of work, work
hours, noise control, temporary lighting, trash management and recycling, mud and dust control,
construction signs, temporary road and/or trail closures, limits of disturbance fencing, protection
of existing vegetation, erosion control and storm water management.
34. Final road designs will be provided to the Planning Commission for review with the final
subdivision plats. To minimize visual impacts and to minimize disturbance of existing vegetation
due to large areas of cut and fill slopes, low retaining structures (in steps of 4’ to 6’) are
recommended. These low retaining structures may be stepped to minimize their height. Design
of these retaining structures is included in the PC Heights Design Guidelines to ensure
consistency of design, materials, and colors throughout the development.
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35. A storm water run-off and drainage plan is necessary to ensure compliance with Park City’s
Storm Water Management policies and plans and storm water Best Management Practices for
storm water during construction and post construction with special considerations to protect the
wetlands delineated on and adjacent to the site.
36. A financial guarantee for all landscaping and public improvements is necessary to ensure
completion of these improvements and to protect the public from liability and physical harm if
these improvements are not completed by the developer or owner in a timely manner. This
financial guarantee is required prior to building permit issuance.
37. Intentionally deleted.
38. A master sign plan is required for Planning Department review and approval and all
individual signs, including subdivision identification signs, require a sign permit prior to
installation.
39. Sound mitigation may be desired by owners of units along US 40. Conditions of approval
prohibit sound barrier walls within the MPD. However, other sound mitigation measures may be
accomplished with landscaping, berming, smart housing design and insulation, and sound
barriers constructed as part of the dwelling units.
40. Section 15-6-4 (G) of the LMC states that once the Planning Commission has approved an
MPD, the approval shall be put in the form of a Development Agreement.
41. The applicant stipulates to the conditions of approval.
42. The discussion in the Analysis sections of the March 23, 2011, October 9, 2013, and
November 6, 2013 Planning Commission Staff Reports are incorporated herein.
43. The applicants have met with Rocky Mountain Power and have increased the Rocky
Mountain Power line setbacks as required by this Utility.
44. The site plan for the proposed MPD has been designed to minimize the visual impacts of the
development from the SR 248 Entry Corridor and has preserved, through open space, the
natural views of the mountains, hillsides and natural vegetation consistent with Park City’s
“resort character”.
45. The 171.5 acres of open space adjacent the development, the trail connections and
improvements, and proposed neighborhood public park, as conditioned, will provide additional
recreational opportunities to the Park City community and its visitors, which strengthens and
enhances the resort character of Park City.
46. The opportunities for mixed affordable housing types, including rental units, within the
development will strengthen the resort economy by providing attainable housing options in a
sustainable and energy efficient community for workers in Park City’s tourism/resort based
industries.
47. Surrounding uses include open space, Highway 248, US 40, the Rail Trail, the Municipal
Water Treatment Plant, Quinn’s recreation complex (fields and ice rink), and the IHC medical
center and offices.
48. The MPD provides direct connection to and critical improvements of the Rail Trail and
provides alternative transportation opportunities for recreation and commuting, such as biking,
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walking, in-line skating, and cross country skiing to Park City’s business district at Prospector
Square (within 2 miles) and to the IHC medical complex.
49. The MPD provides for remediation of historic mine soils for the good of the greater Park City
community.
50. Further soils investigation work was conducted and a Site Characterization Report was
prepared by IHI Environmental (May 6, 2013) to identify and locate historic mine soils and to
draft a remediation plan to submit to the State Department of Environmental Quality as part of
the Voluntary Cleanup Program.
Conclusions of Law
1. The amended MPD, as conditioned, complies with all requirements outlined in the applicable
sections of the Land Management Code, specifically Chapter 6- Master Planned Developments
Section 15-6-5.
2. The amended MPD, as conditioned, is compatible with surrounding structures in use, scale,
mass, and circulation.
3. The amended MPD, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City General Plan.
4. The amended MPD, as conditioned, is consistent with the Park City Heights Annexation
Agreement in terms of uses, density, housing types, site plan, affordable housing, open space,
trail connections, road and intersection improvements, interconnectivity within the neighborhood,
and provided neighborhood amenities.
5. The amended MPD, as conditioned, strengthens and enhances the resort character of Park
City by providing a residential neighborhood of mixed housing types and prices connected by
trails to parks, schools, recreation facilities, employment centers, medical facilities, and
commercial areas and that is buffered by larger interconnected areas of open space that
preserve entry corridor views of the resort areas and provide wildlife movement corridors.
6. The amended MPD, as conditioned, is Compatible in use, scale and mass with adjacent
properties, and promotes neighborhood Compatibility.
7. The amended MPD provides amenities to the community so that there is no net loss of
community amenities in that trail improvements, parkland, affordable housing, potential for
neighborhood support daycare/commercial are provided, and remediation of historic mine soils
on the site will be undertaken at a benefit to the community at large.
8. The amended MPD is consistent with the employee Affordable Housing requirements as
adopted by the City Council at the time the Application was filed. Additional affordable house,
above that required is provided within the neighborhood.
9. The amended MPD has been designed to place Development on the most Developable Land
and preserves significant features and vegetation to the extent possible. Seventy percent of the
property remains in open space, with much of the undeveloped land containing significant
vegetation and characterized by steeper slopes, visible hillsides, and sensitive ridgeline areas.
10. The amended MPD promotes the Use of non-vehicular forms of transportation through the
pedestrian friendly site design and by providing trail connections, sidewalks, access to the Rail
Trail, and easy access to parks and open space areas.
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EXHIBIT F
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EXHIBIT G
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NEIGHBORHOOD 10: QUINN’S JUNCTION

QUINN’S
JUNCTION
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QUINN’S JUNCTION
Map 1
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Total Area (sq. miles)
Total Area (acres)
Total Built Residential
Units
Unbuilt Units
% of Total Park City Units

1.20 square miles
1,009.61 acres
0

Average Density
Range of Density
Population
Number of Businesses
% of Park City Businesses
Housing Type
Historic Sites
Affordable Housing

3.22 units per acre
0.18 - 33.3 units per acre
3
5
1%
Single Family and Multifamily
None
PC Heights (including IHC units)
proposed

Occupancy
Neighborhood Icons

None
National Ability Center
US Ski Association Training Center
People’s Health Clinic
PC Ice Arena and Sports Center
IHC Hospital
Summit County Health
Sports Center
Round Valley trail and cross
country ski network, Rail Trail

Parks
Amenities

Round Valley
Extremely Low. Regional
destination with no built housing

QUINN’S
JUNCTION

Trails
Walkability

239 Residential
0%

* HOAs may exist in this neighborhood; please refer to page 10.
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Affordable
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Round
Valley

Quinn’s
Junction

Quinn’s Junction
is dominated by
open space with
Round Valley as
the vast backyard
to the existing
development. On
the north-west
corner, regional
institutional uses
are located on large
lots with on-grade
parking. Future
clustered residential
development will
occur on the southwest corner within
Park City heights.

Park City
Heights
QUINN’S
JUNCTION
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10.1. Quinn’s Junction
Neighborhood: Regional
Planning to guide future
development along a City
boundary.

QUINN’S
JUNCTION

Between July 2002 and
October of 2004, Park
City and Summit County
worked together to create
a shared land use plan for
future development of the
area between SR-248 and
Highway 40 to the Silver
Summit intersection. During
the collaborative public
planning process, input from
stake holders was collected.
Also, the planning staff of
both entities reviewed the
two general plans to identify
commonalities. The result
of the combined efforts is
the Quinn’s Junction Joint
Planning Commission
Principles. On October
11, 2004, the Planning
Commission adopted the
planning principles with
the understanding that the
shared principles were not
intended to be a formal land

262

use plan and the adoption
of the principle did not
modify the general plans or
development codes. The
stated purpose for the draft
principles was to provide
a higher level of detail or a
greater resolution between
the two existing general
plans and provide guidance
during future amendments to
the general plan.
The Quinn’s Junction
Joint Planning Principles
are separated into two
categories: Development
Densities and Land Use and
Development Patterns. The
Principles are noted in detail
after the following page. A
series of maps representing
the Quinn’s Area follow the
Principles.
The area has evolved since
the creation of the 2004
Quinn’s Joint Planning
Commission Principles.
Development over the past
decade within Park City
includes many institutional
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uses including IHC Hospital,
PC Ice Arena and Sports
Center, the People’s Health
Clinic, Summit County Health
Center, and the United States
Ski Association Training
Center. The City reviewed
two master planned
development projects on the
south side of SR 248 during
this time frame as well. The
approved Park City Heights
residential Master Planned
Development includes
239 new residential units
and the Quinn’s Junction
Partnership Annexation
consists of 1 movie studio
complex, a hotel with up to
100 rooms, and a retail area.
Concurrently, approximately
1365 acres within Round
Valley were purchased as
open space, preserving the
view corridors on the west
side of Highway 40 between
Silver Summit and Quinn’s
Junction in perpetuity.

clustered development
balanced with preservation
of open space:

The following Joint Planning
Principles recommend
development patterns of

The West side of Highway
40 has built out following
the Quinn’s Junction Joint

1. Cluster in identified
areas and around exiting
development maintaining
consistency among uses.
2. Public preserved open
space and recreation is
the predominant existing
land use in the study area.
Clustered development
should be designed to:
enhance public access
through interconnection of
trails, preserve public use and
enjoyment of these areas,
and continue to advance
these goals along with the
preservation of identified
view sheds and passive open
space areas.
3. Preserve a substantial
open space corridor through
the study area.
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corridors not only prevents
fragmentation of ecosystems
but also benefits the
community with protected
view corridors and sensitive
lands and increased lowimpact recreational activities.
Soil contamination in this
area is also of concern and
under the jurisdiction of the
federal government.
In an agreement called an
Administrative Settlement
Agreement and Order on
Consent (AOC) for EE/CA
(Engineering Evaluation/
Cost Analysis) Investigation
and Removal Action, the
Environmental Protection
Agency, Region 8 (EPA)
published its revised cleanup
area for the Richardson Flats
Tailings Superfund Site in Park
City and Summit County. It
is anticipated that EPA will
oversee the development
of a cleanup plan to address
historic mine tailings in the Silver Creek floodplain, which is on Utah’s list of impaired waters due
to contamination from cadmium, zinc and arsenic. An EPA cleanup plan would involve design
and cost analysis, public comment, implementation and long-term maintenance. Federal law
provides that such an EPA cleanup plan would not require state and local permitting.
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QUINN’S
JUNCTION

Planning Commission
Principles with clustered
development at the
interchanges and protected
open space between the two
development nodes. The
East side of the highway
has followed the same
development pattern on the
with clustered development
at the Silver Summit and the
Quinn’s Junction interchange,
with the exception of
protecting the undeveloped
land in-between. The City
should continue to work with
the County to maintain the
view corridors along the East
side to mirror the preserved
open space to the West. The
open space of Round Valley
protects a wider expanse of
land than originally identified
within the Quinn’s Junction
Joint Planning Commission
map. The Quinn’s Junction
Joint Planning Commission
Principles map should be
amended to reflect the
protect lands and to create
protected east-west wildlife
corridors. Protected wildlife
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Quinn’s Junction Joint Planning Commission Principles (2004)
Development Densities and Land Uses

1. Initial project analysis should commence with a review of property’s base density (subtracting wetlands, slopes, wildlife areas,
flood plain, etc.)
2. Consider density bonuses for preservation of key open spaces identified in the study area.
3. Density should result in significant public benefits that promote Park City’s resort, recreation, tourism and resort-based, second
home economy.
4. Highway service commercial / convenience retail and regional/big-box retail commercial will not be considered in/along the
Highway 40/SR 248 corridor.
5. A site for institutional development will be considered in the study area with the potential institutional uses limited to: a hospital,
educational facility, recreation / sports training facility, or an arts / cultural heritage / history based institution.
6. A limited expansion of the existing light industrial/incubator service commercial uses along the east side of Highway 40 should
be considered. Said expansion should be clustered to the greatest degree possible to minimize sprawl and should include redevelopment / clean-up of existing businesses, land use patterns, circulation, etc., that have been detrimental to the environment,
aesthetics, or function of the area. Density incentives would be considered for preservation of key open space areas within the
boundaries of the study, particularly those advancing the goals of the study for preservation of the 248 entry corridor. It should
be noted that many of the above principles will be further specified by forthcoming amendments to the Snyderville Basin
Development Code, which will more serve as the actual governing document for proposals including these types of uses in the study
area.
7. Neighborhood Commercial uses will be considered in the Silver Summit area east of Highway 40 and a more limited (in use and
overall density) neighborhood commercial node could be considered on the west side of Highway 40. Potential for expansion of
these uses may be through density receiving mechanisms to be identified in forthcoming Development Code changes.

QUINN’S
JUNCTION

8. Recreation and Open Space will be the encouraged use in the Richardson’s Flat area. The majority of this area is governed by and
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must be reviewed for consistency with the 1999 Flagstaff Mountain Development Agreement, which stipulates golf course, active
recreation, equestrian and preserved open space as allowed uses.
9. Clustered residential development may be considered in areas indicated on the accompanying map of the study area and
specified for base density. Initial evaluation of density for projects in the study area shall be based on Summit County Base Density
allowances as specified in the Code in effect at the time of application. The maximum density tat will be considered in Base Density
areas for projects complying with all preferred development patterns and principles will be limited to the densities specified for
rural areas in the Summit County Development Code or where applicable the Estate Zoning provisions of the Park City Land
Management Code. Code provisions in effect at the time of application will apply. Only potential receiving areas or the parcel
identified for potential employee housing in the existing Flagstaff Mountain Development Agreement will be considered at higher
densities.

Development Patterns
1. Cluster in identified receiving areas and around existing development maintaining consistency among uses.
2. Public preserved open space and recreation is the predominant existing land use in the study area. Clustered development
should be designed to: enhance public access through interconnection of trails, preserve public use and enjoyment of these areas,
and continue to advance these goals along with the preservation of identified view sheds and passive open space areas.
3. Apply Sensitive Land standards from City and County ordinances for all development design. This includes recreational and
institutional development, which should incorporate and preserve important topographical features, natural areas and view sheds,
and be of a scale and scope consistent with the primary goal of preserving the function and aesthetics of an important resort entry
corridor. Planning efforts for projects in this corridor should continue to involve both City and County staff for input.
4. Large expanses of surface parking areas with high visibility from the entry corridor will not be allowed. Surface parking shall be
buffered from the entry corridor and utilize existing topography for screening purposes whenever possible. Sub-surface and well
designed structured parking will be encouraged whenever possible.
5. Preserve a substantial open space corridor through the study area.
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QUINN’S
JUNCTION

6. New Development (including institutional and recreational) should be transit-oriented and linked to broader community open
space and trail networks.
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QUINN’S
JUNCTION

2004 QUINN’S JUNCTION JOINT
PLANNING COMMISSION MAP

Base Density
Existing Neighborhood Residential
Existing Service Commercial
Light Industrial
266
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UPDATED QUINN’S JUNCTION
AREA MAP

Open Space - Protected
Open Space - Recreational
Potential Industrial Receiving Zone

Potential Neighborhood
Residential Receiving Area
Potential Mixed Use Service Residential Receiving Area
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2012 PC NATURAL RESOURCE
INVENTORY WILDLIFE CROSSINGS
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QUINN’S
JUNCTION

Open Space - Protected
Open Space - Recreational
Priority Wildlife Crossing
72
Wildlife Crossing
Mile Post Wildlife Deaths

60
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10.2. Quinn’s Junction
Neighborhood: An area for
Regional Institutional Uses.

QUINN’S
JUNCTION

New development within
the Park City limit in Quinn’s
Junction has occurred
primarily along Round Valley
Drive and Gillmore Way
within the north-west corner
of the Quinn’s Junction
interchange. The area was
identified within the Quinn’s
Junction Joint Planning
Commission Land Use
Principle #5 as “appropriate
for institutional development
with the potential
institutional uses limited to: a
hospital, educational facility,
recreation / sports training
facility, or an arts / cultural
heritage / history based
institution.” The north-west
corner should continue to
build-out as a regional node
for institutional development
due to the location on
the edge of the Park City.
Institutional development in
this location can serve the
population of the Wasatch
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Back and are designed to
accommodate populations
greater than Park City. An
additional 250,000 sf of
development is planned
around the hospital.
This area is not suitable for
everyday needs of Parkites,
such as a grocery store or
post office due to increased
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dependency on personal
vehicles. Big box commercial
is not appropriate either as it
will conflict with the purpose
of the area, create increased
vehicle trips, and compete
with the existing commercial
nodes within the City and
County.
The new development in the
north-west corridor is linked

to the broader community
through trails and the
existing road network. To
complement the City’s goals
of decreasing dependence
on the automobile, the area
should be considered as a
destination within the public
transportation network.
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Map 3

QUINN’S
JUNCTION

ANTICIPATED CONDITIONS

Existing Trail
Possible Trail
Existing Road
Bus Route
Possible Bus Route
Bus Stop
Possible Bus Stop
Open Space
Base Density
Light Industrial
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10.4: The aesthetic of the
Quinn’s Junction shall
preserve the natural
setting.
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multi-modal transportation
options. Sidewalks, trails,
bus shelters, and benches will
become common place.
The most character defining
feature of the Quinn’s
neighborhood is the
plentiful natural setting.
View corridors welcome

residents and guest, and
must be preserved. New
development should be
set back in compliance
with the Entry Corridor
Protection Overlay. Open
space requirements within
developable lots should
preserve the natural setting
through limits of disturbance.
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QUINN’S
JUNCTION

As Quinn’s Junction
introduces 239 new
residential units within
the Park City Heights
subdivision, an evolution

will take place in the
built environment. Most
commonly, the aesthetic
of arriving at Quinn’s
junction is experienced
through the car to either
visit a large institution or to
recreate. In the future, the
neighborhood should evolve
to accommodate increased
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SMALL TOWN

Goal

1

Park City will protect undeveloped lands, discourage sprawl, and direct growth
inward to strengthen existing neighborhoods.

Our community is faced with the
decision of how the City should grow
in the face of development pressures.
Simply saying NO to development and
redevelopment is not an option in light
of existing development agreements,
Master Planned Developments (MPD),
redevelopment areas, and development
rights allowed by current zoning. The
current estimate is that at least 3,444
residential unit equivalents (UEs) and
2,357 commercial UEs remain unbuilt
within Park City limits. These numbers
indicate that Park City is only 73%
built out for residential development
and 43% built out for commercial
development. Simply stated, there is a
significant amount of growth that is yet
unrealized within the City.
Park City understands the development
pressures that are placed not only on
the City but the entire region as well. As
Park City goes, so goes the region. At
the present, the pace of development
continues to increase significantly within
the City and that increase is also being
felt in the surrounding area within the
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The protected open space of Round Valley defines the Park Meadows neighborhood boundary
while providing recreation opportunities for Parkites as well as habitat for wildlife.

County.
While Park City could choose to look
inward and ignore the rapid pace of
development within the County, we
should collaborate with our regional
partners (Summit and Wasatch counties)
to develop a regional plan for the
next 20 years: a plan that envisions
interjurisdictional TDRs in appropriate
areas for density increases, a plan
that addresses our growing regional

transportation problem and dependency
on the automobile, a plan that defines
the gives/gets of density transfers
whether from the City to the County or
vice versa.
The undeveloped land representative
of the community’s core values includes
the expansive vistas, open space,
sensitive lands, and wildlife corridors
which are irreplaceable. For our guests
and residents alike, it is the areas that
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1A
1B

1C

1D

Current Nodal Development in Park City

Direct complimentary land use and development
into existing neighborhoods that have available
infrastructure and resource capacity.
Each neighborhood should have a well-defined
edge, such as open space or a naturally landscaped
buffer zone, permanently protected from
development, with the exception of the transition
areas where two adjacent neighborhoods merge
along an established transportation path.
Primary residential neighborhoods should
encourage opportunities to enhance livability with
access to daily needs, including: a mini market, a
neighborhood park, trails, community gardens,
walkability, bus access, home business, minor office
space, and other uses that are programmed to meet
the needs of residents within the neighborhood
and complement the existing context of the built
environment.

SMALL TOWN

Objectives

Quinn’s

Bonanza Park/Snow
Creek/Prospector
PCMR/Lower Park Avenue
Main Street
Deer Valley

Increase neighborhood opportunities for local
food production within and around City limits.
Sustainable agriculture practices should be
considered within appropriate areas.
Directing growth patterns away from large areas of undeveloped land
and toward existing compact, mixed-use centers along priority transit
corridors, this focus will help prevent sprawl, protect the City’s quality
of life through decreased vehicle miles traveled (VMT), improve air
quality, and increase utilization of public transportation.
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10

Goal

Park City will provide world-class recreation and public infrastructure to host
local, regional, national, and international events that further Park City’s role as a
world-class, multi-seasonal destination resort while maintaining a balance with our
sense of community.  

SENSE OF
COMMUNITY

Park City’s economy is dependent on
recreation tourism. The City should
continue to improve recreational
infrastructure as an economic
development tool to remain
competitive as a world-class multiseason destination resort community.
Professional fields, ice rinks, and
recreation courts enable Park City to
host large professional level events.
Implementing current industry
standards permits the Park City facilities
to be utilized for regional, national,
and international competitions. This
can improve the economic health of
the City year round and especially
during the shoulder season by
populating hotels, restaurants, and
shops. The larger events also help to
subsidize local recreation programs.
As Park City continues to prioritize
recreation tourism with infrastructure
improvements, hosting another winter
Olympics may become a reality.

82
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Infrastructure that supports training activities should also be improved as such facilities can be used
on a year-round basis and are attractive to individuals and groups seeking to train at the highest level
possible. A great example is the Utah Olympic Park, above, which serves as a training facility for
freestyle skiers, bobsledders, etc.
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Objectives
10A Remain competitive as a world-class, multi-season,
destination resort community by increasing yearround recreation events and demand for resort
support services, such as hotels and restaurants.

Balance tourism events with preservation of small
town character and quality of life. Locate larger
tourist activities close to resorts and/or existing
facilities. Locate community facilities close to
primary residential areas.

10C

Public infrastructure improvements and
programming should consider the visitor
experience to Park City during large events and
master festivals.

NATURAL
SETTING

10B

PARK CITY HAS A GOLD RATED
TRAIL SYSTEM ACCORDING TO
INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN BIKE ASSOCIATION THE FIRST IN THE WORLD

SENSE OF
COMMUNITY
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Community Planning Strategies
Adopt City policy to include consideration of current
industry standards for new recreation facilities and
remodels to enable hosting world-class events while
benefiting the locals’ quality of life.

10.2

Support opportunities for high altitude training
centers. Allow short term housing opportunities for
visiting teams and athletes.

10.3

Research opportunities for the location of a high
altitude training center.

10.4

Allow cutting edge, green technology in appropriate
areas to visually represent Park City’s commitment to
sustainable tourism.

SENSE OF
COMMUNITY

10.1

In 2009, the USSA Center of Excellence opened at Quinn’s Junction.
Future Olympians utilize the facility to train year round.

84
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City Implementation Strategies
10.5

Maintain policies within each public recreation
facility to manage local use and non-resident use.

10.6

Collaborate with local hosts to attract additional
national and international sporting events year
round.

10.8
10.9

NATURAL
SETTING

10.7

Support a study to research benefits and impacts of
a connected regional ski lift system.
Support future efforts to host a second Winter
Olympics.

SENSE OF
COMMUNITY

Public infrastructure policy should provide visitors
with the Park City experience, including cutting edge
technology which exhibits Park City’s commitment
to the visitor experience and the environment.

OLYMPIC PARK OFFERS
EXCITING OUTDOOR
RECREATIONAL
ACTIVITIES AND
CULTURAL EVENTS
YEAR-ROUND FOR
BOTH RESIDENTS AND
VISITORS.
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Foster diversity of jobs to provide greater economic stability and new opportunities
for employment in Park City.

SENSE OF
COMMUNITY

The largest employment sector in Park
City during 2010 was the leisure and
hospitality industry, which includes jobs
in the arts, entertainment, recreation,
accommodation, and food services
sectors. Approximately 5,700 people
had jobs in this industry, accounting for
nearly 45 percent of all employment
in Park City7. In addition to being
the largest employment industry in
Park City, workers in the leisure and
hospitality sectors are also the lowest
paid, receiving an average income
of $2,063 per month. Over the past
decade, wages in this industry have
remained roughly the same, increasing
only 1%, in real terms8. Park City’s high
real-estate costs combined with low
paying jobs results in spatial mismatch
(separating where people live from
where they work), for both residents
of Park City and employees within the
City limits. By diversifying the local
job market, more opportunities will be
created for residents of Park City to
make a living locally.
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Park City Distribution of Workforce Wages, 2010
Employment Sector Average Monthly Wage

12

Goal

$8,891

Mining

$4,669

Manufacturing

$3,988

Financial Activities
Professional & Business
Services
Education & Health
Services
Information

$3,886
$3,830
$3,735
$3,561

Construction

$3,499

Government

$3,106

Other Services
Trade, Transportation &
Utilities

$2,091
$2,063
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Leisure
& Hospitality
30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

Percent of Workforce

The 2010 US Census data reveals the significant percent of Park City’s workforce that is concentrated
in the hospitality industry. While typical of a resort destination, the large number of employees that
are employed in this industry tend to have significantly lower incomes than other industries. This
disparity creates an environment that does not allow for many private housing opportunities in Park
City. As a result, many of the City’s workers live in outlying areas - in Summit County, Snyderville
Basin, Heber, and even Salt Lake City. The commute to work adds to our traffic congestion as well as
creates environmental challenges. Park City should continue to actively create workforce/affordable
housing to keep this workforce living locally.
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Objectives
12A
12B

Retain and expand existing Park City businesses.
Improve the balance of jobs-to-housing ratio in
Park City through efforts to attract higher paying
jobs and workforce housing strategies.
Support local owned, independent businesses that
reflect the core values of Park City and add to the
Park City experience.

12D

Minimize commercial retail chains on Main Street
and the impacts of big box and national chains on
the unique Park City experience.

The Economic Data and Analysis
In an attempt to gain a better understanding of how Park City’s
economy relates to the rest of the State, a location quotient analysis
was completed using 2007 Census and NAICS data. A location
quotient (LQ) analysis is an assessment of the concentration of
a business sector in a city (Summit County/Park City; data was
collected at the county level) compared to its region (Utah) or
nation. For purposes of this analysis, the comparison was made to
the Nation. The results of LQ indicate either under-representation
or specialization. An LQ value around 1.0 indicates that the percent
share of that sector in the city mirrors the distribution in the Nation.
An LQ value below 1.0 indicates that the sector in question is underrepresented in the city. An LQ value greater than 1.0 indicates that
the sector in question is over-represented in the city. If the LQ value
exceeds 1.3, it is understood that some specialization or clustering
occurs.

SENSE OF
COMMUNITY

PARK CITY IS HOME TO A DIVERSE WORKFORCE AND
NEW EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES ARE
ENCOURAGED

NATURAL
SETTING

12C

The data results are not surprising; they illustrate that Summit
County/Park City is heavily reliant on the resort economy where the
LQ is 3.36. Areas of concern might be in the areas of Professional
and Business Services where the area’s LQ is 0.55, and Information
where the LQ is 0.49.
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Community Planning Strategies
12.1

Maintain commercial and light industrial uses
within the City limits to meet the needs of residents
and visitors. Develop and monitor an inventory of
commercial and industrial space to support local
businesses, prevent economic leakage, and decrease
vehicle miles traveled.

12.2
12.3

Foster live-work opportunities in commercial areas.

SENSE OF
COMMUNITY

Establish a neighborhood economic development
tool for the Bonanza Park District to utilize increased
tax revenues into the redevelopment area, thus
creating a funding source for infrastructure, public/
private partnerships, and improvement to the public
realm.
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City Implementation Strategies
12.4

12.6

Attract businesses focused on High Altitude training,
goods, and/or services that complement Park City’s
sustainability initiative to relocate to Park City.
Provide competitive, cutting-edge technology
infrastructure in areas targeting business growth.

12.8

Continue regional coordination with economic
development partners to develop programs and
support services to attract new business to the
region. Inform businesses of current opportunities
and advantages of the region such as site location
savings, labor force, infrastructure, cost of business,
portfolio of available properties, quality of life, and
economic development incentives.

12.9

Research possibility of creating a revolving loan fund
to provide gap financing for new and expanding local
businesses. Criteria should be created to ensure
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attract workforce of virtual workforce businesses.

12.11 Support educational opportunities for the workforce
of targeted employment sectors

12.12 Identify and implement opportunities for public-

private partnership opportunities to diversify
employment opportunities in Park City and increase
workforce wages.

12.13 Consider a Public Private Partnership (PPP) that
could create an opportunity to offer reduced cost
daycare for children. Explore opportunities for
support services for the City’s workforce.

SENSE OF
COMMUNITY

12.7

Utilize economic development tools to support startup opportunities for local businesses that augment
the Unique Park City Experience.  Public investment
in a Park City business incubator center should be
considered.

12.10 Promote Park City’s exceptional quality of life to

NATURAL
SETTING

12.5

Support and attract businesses through
implementation of the economic development
toolbox.

funding only be considered for businesses that
complement the community vision and goals of the
City.

12.14 Develop a relationship with the University of Utah’s

Planning and Design program to foster a Committee
Design Workshop.
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FILM STUDIO

EXHIBIT J
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